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Alcohol -nearly 
claims lives 
Freshmen had BACs _of .46, .32 
By David. Olson 
Two University of New 
. Hampshire fresl,1men were re- · 
leased from Wentworth-
Douglass hospital Sunday after 
spending two days in intensive 
care for acute alcohol poisoning. 
goes ... your body just shuts 
down." 
According to Gowen "the first 
question was whether they 
woulcl survive and the second 
was whether there would be any 
permanent damage." 
"We were lucky that the'y 
didn't die," he said. 
Durham Police were first 
notified of the incident at 
around 11 :39 p.m. Thursday. 
By that time the stud-ents had 
been admitted to Wentwdrth-
Douglass. 
· 862-1490 Durham, NH. 
Bulk Rate,U S Poslaoe· Pa,ri . 
Durham NH Perm,t .~30 
Michael W. Smith, l 9, anJ 
Michael P. Dolan, 19, were 
"pretty near death," when they 
were admitted to the hospital 
Thursday night, according to 
Durham Police Chief Paul Gow-
en. Both The.ta Chi fraternity 
members, they were al !edged ly 
at the house at the time of the 
incident. Members of Theta Chi 
declined corhment. 
Both studerits had blood al-
cohol contents of .46 and .32, 
according to Student Body Pres-
ident Jay Ablondi, who was 
notified of the incident Friday 
morning by Dean of St:udents 
J. Gregg Sanborn. Sanborn was 
unavailable for comment. 
Smith was first brought to 
Hood House by members of the 
fraternity, and was then trans-
_ported to the hospital by a 
Durham ambulance. Dolan was 
taken by friends directly to 
Wentworth-Douglass. 
Two freshmen were treated for acute alcohol poisoning after an alleged drinking incident 
at Theta Chi fraternity Thursday night. (PeterTamposi photo) , 
According to polic~, both 
Sm:ith and Dolan were at the 
fraternity at the time of the 
incident. 
Senate tables budgets 
The BAC level for drunken-
ness in New Hampshire is . 10. 
Gowen told a reporter from ·· 
Foster's Daily Democrat when 
the alcohol level rea·ches_ .40, 
"by all rights you should be dead. 
fl.t th~t P\)iQt all your breathing 
mechanisms and motor control 
;According to Assistant Dean 
of Students William Kidder, the 
Durham police a.re conduc'ting 
an investigc1:tion of the)ncident. 
"At this pc>int, we're nqt sure · 
if there were any University 
rules brokeni" he said. , ... 
By Bryan Alexander 
The student senate remains 
-stalleq_ in resolving the budgets 
for three student activity funded 
organization.s, since minor 
points ' were not resolved at 
Sunday's senate meeting. 
,· 1he budgets t,Qr Th~ ,New 
Harnpshire, the Memorial Un-
FOU,WS A CROWD - The ·action is hot and heavy around UNH goalie Cathy Narsiff during 
Saturday's one-sided win over Providence. (Craig Parker photo) . 
Inside The UNH/WMUR poll, which began in 1968 as a class project for political science students, 
has grown into a political institution. See Robert 
Bosworth's story on page 3. 
The women's -hockey team mauled the Prov-
idence Friars 8~1 Saturd_ay. See story page 23. 
f ( f. 
ion Student Organization 
(MUSO), and the student senate · 
were each discussed, but were 
tabled until next week's senate 
meeting. 
The question which remains 
for MUSO and The New Hamp-
shire is over the repayment ~f 
a I'oan granted to ·each of these 
organizations. The loans were' 
funded from the Student Activ-
ity Fee (SAF) reserve accounts, 
according to SAFO Business 
Manager Jim Griffith. 
This reserve account consists 
of unspent SAF money, Griffith 
said. 
The New Hampshire re-
ceived new visual display ter-
minals with the loan it tecieved 
from the reserve fund and had 
budgeted $5,118 for the final 
payment of the loan. MUSO 
purchased new· stage equipment 
with the funds they received and 
had budgeted $1,490 for one 
payment. 
Griffith said the necessity of 
the organization repaying these 
loans should be debated. In 
BUDGET, page IO 
Field House 
• issue drags 
· Sununu jilts administrators 
By Rick Kampersal 
It is an issue that has bee-n 
fought over for eight years. 
Tit le IX: Renovation and 
Addition to the UNH Field 
House, has been dr~1gged 
through the mud too long. Last 
November, Gov. John Sununu 
had people in the athle tic de-
partment feeling very optimistic 
about his signing the $3.8 
million package. However, a 
· funny thing happened between 
N<)vember and February. Sunu-
nu, for unknown reasons, neg-
lected to sign the bi ll, leaving 
many in the athletic department 
in disbelief. 
"It was a shock to me," said 
UNH men's track Coach Jim 
Boulanger. "Everything was 
looking up and now we 're down 
again. It was the closest we've . 
come since 1978." , 
Indeed, it has been a political 
game of sous with Sununu. 
"We'vJ had a hisro-ry of friction 
with whoever has been gover-
nor," Boulanger said. ,.."I think 
Sununu's reasoning is. 'Hey, 
what was good for· 1pe is good 
for them. ' " · 
Men's Athletic Direct<)r An-
drew Mooradian was equally 
stunned when he heard of 
Sununu's decision. "At a hearing 
in November, we were told that 
we would get it," said Moora-
dian. "I don't know what hap-
pened .. from November to Feb-
ruary. 
WhatpeopJ.e like Boulanger, 
Mooradian, and Recreational 
Sports Director Mike O'Neil 
want to emphasize is t,hat this 
bill will not benefit athlet.ics 
solely. "There's an unfair stigma 
.on this campus that t-he athletic 
department gets everything," 
Boulanger said . Although the 
bill will be a big advantage' to 
the UNH sports program, Bou-
langer is quick to point out that 
it is for the community as well. 
"Once we get the new addition, 
we will be able to nm summer 
camps here and have a facility 
that we can all .be proud of. The 
comniunity is getting ripped off 
if we don 't get it.'' 
The Paul Sweet Oval, named 
after the man who gave 46 years 
of service to the University as 
a,-track coach and a professor, 
FIELD HOUSE, .page 8 
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Senior portrait sittings re_flect the long . wait 
By Peter A. Katz 
They came dressed up and 
patiently waited their turn to 
be photographed. They say it 
_ is all right if The Granite is -
behind schedule, because they 
have waited four years for _this 
· time of year and they can wait 
_ a few minutes longer. But _this 
-.is only a dress reh_earsal because 
what they are really waiting for 
is the main event: graduation. 
••• 
John McDonald was dressed 
ready for the business world in 
a tweed suit, white button-down 
shirt and red tie, but before he 
joined it, he had some criticisms 
of the University's administra-
tion. He felt it could have treated 
him better. 
Although_no specific individ-
uals in the administrat_ion had 
done him wrong, he was an -
noyed at the bureaucracy of a 
university that has 10,000 Stu-
he got from his crew coach, 
Chris Allsopp,- who taug)1t him 
discipline. Crew taught ·:disci~ 
pline, in .getting up early ~very 
morning. And you have to be 
disciplined ~o-be a good stu-
dent," he' said. ' 
An example of their dedica-
tion is the-ir sleeping times, 
which are 9 p.rn. to 5 a.rn. "It 
takes time, but I would- have 
wasted it (the time), if I was not 
on crew," he said . 
" ... 
Kay Wagstaff enjoyed the 
University, beca_use from many 
sources she has learned how to 
work with people. It is surpris-
ing she had to learn this, becaus:e 
_ she is an effervescent person. 
A fa!flily an9 consumer stu-
dies majo·r, Wagstaff has learned 
abo!]t family and child psychol-
ogy. She says the department 
is unfortunately overlooked and 
she wishes more people would · 
know about ilarld take courses 
in it. 
. dents. "The administration is 
not as supportive as it could be. 
They are here for the students, 
but it doesn't seem that way," 
he ·said. 
Courses in shopping and the 
way proqucts -are marketed 
would be helpful for anybody, 
she said, but especially for 
business majors. The major also 
helped her to learn how to. work 
with people. 
PQsing for senior portraits in the office of the Granite. (Sherrie Flick photo) -
He disliked the administra-
tion's dis~ourtesy to seniors, 
who he felt deserved as much 
_ respect from administrators as 
they get from freshmen. "-I ha_d 
one of the worst times getting 
classes this semester, As a 
senior, I should have p'riority. 
She learned the ·same lesson 
being a Greek sena.tor for her 
soror:ity Alpha Chi Omega, 
because it was "an easy way to 
walk into instant friends.'' In 
graduating, she was mostsorry 
about leaving the sorority, but 
because "we are-a family, we will 
keep in touch." 
j ••• 
problems like having to attend . learned a lesscm, which she finds 
six communications classes the extremely valuable: it is more 
first d_ay of every semester to import.ant to consider one· s 
see which she could add were audience, than what one is 
unfortunate, they.were bearable. -talking or writing _about. 
She •liked the major because She found. this lesson useful 
· she "likes writing and speaking · during bet Alpha J:>h.i Sot-otity 
and knowing what one is say- · r.ushes, -when she had-t6 talk to 
ing." She also enjoyed _,the freshmen arid sophomore wom-
professo·rs, who "were laid-back · en _.rnd upon realizing,"they had 
arid made the classes fun." not done what I had,"_ she 
..- As freshmen and sophomores, 
there were problems, but we 
expected them." 
_ where she also had to debate. Monica Boy also was abk to 
take the lessons she learned in 
the classroom and apply them 
in her sorority. 
The attention McDonald did 
not receive from administrators, 
As a kitchen steward at the --
sorority, she said workin,g with 
people and money were the 
rewards. -
She praised the sorority, 
She liked being a commun -
ications major_, and thoug~ 
Most of all, though, she _ modified he_r subj.ect. · 
NEWS IN· 
Andy Warhol _dies ~ 
Andy Warhol, well -known principal exponent 
of the pop art world, died Sunday of a heart attack. 
He was believed to be 58. · -
Warhol abandoned a successful career as a 
commercial illustrator in the J950s to gain his 
worldwide fame as a principal exponent of the ·pop 
art movement. 
His image emerged on Campb~ll soup can~, 
Marilyn Monroe ponraits, dollar bills, an electnc 
chair and celebrity icons. · 
Warhol an iconoclast, was kn-own to reject 
conventio~s of art, society ,and behavior. But his 
fame has endured for decades including his creation 
of the gossipy Interview Magazine. _ _ 
Warhol was perhaps best remembered by his 
. quote, "In the future everyone will be world-famous 
for 15 minutes." 
· David Susskind 
found ·dead in Manhattan 
David Susskind, a televis _ion producer and 
longtime talk show host was found _dead yesterday 
in his Manhattan apartment. He died one day before 
,he was to enter ·a hospital for tests. __ 
In his career, Susskind won 27 Emmy Awards 
and tqree Peabody Awards. Hi~ show, the 'David 
Susskind Show, began in 1958 and grew in popularity 
because of his debate with Soviet leader Nikita 
· Khrushchev and then· \Tice P~esident Richard Nixon. · 
He wa; know~ as an easy-going talk show host 
and producer until he interviewed Khrushchev, -
irt which he described the Russian leader's policies 
as "baying at the moo_n." - · · · 
Susskind was married,twice and father of four. 
Plan to halt_ slide 
of the dollar approved 
The United States ·and five other industrial 
countries yesterday agreed to bring the sharp decline · 
of the dollar to a standstill, to stabilize major 
currencies at more or less existing levels. 
The.aim of this effort is to end the two-year slide 
of the dollar,, stop large currency swings, cool 
protectionism in Congress and unleash pun;:hasing 
power in West Germany and Japan so their people 
can buy more of the goods their country produces. -
Six countries are involved to take steps to get 
the system back towards a fixed exchange rate ' for 
currencies that was thrown away in the early 1970s. 
These countries include the United States, Japan, 
West Germany, Franc<:;, Britain and Canada . 
Whether the plan works depend·s on how 
determined the three strongest western currencies 
are: the dollar, the Japanese yen and the West 
German mark. · 
Connecticut woman 
qu-estioned about fire 
. / 
Investigators; questioned Eva Dow, who left five 
young .children u_n,a,ttended in their apartment in . 
, a nousing -project after a blaze spread in her 
_apanment Friday morning killing all five of the 
·children. . 
The children, the eldest a 2-year~old, were trapped 
in three second story bedrooms, . authorities said. 
Ms, Dow ·was to watch all five children but left them 
unattended. 
A~ inv~~;rigatio0 will d~termine w_hether any · 




Reverend Carl F: Tl1itchenen ie-ceived twb 
standing ovations from 200 _people in the Unitarian 
Universalist Church as he made his first public 
appearance since puelished reports said he was 
earlier arrested for disorder'ly conduct, driving while 
intoxicated and exposing _himself. · 
The 54-year -old reverend quickly became the 
source of cqntroversy after he passed out condoms 
- in hi's church two week_s ago. It was his attempt 
to increase the awareness of the contraceptive device's 
role in preventing the spread of AIDS ( Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome). 
.Suspecte,;l leaders of 
terrorist group arrested 
France's four most wanted• terrorist suspects were 
arrested Saturday night, delivering a crippling bl~w 
to Direct Action, the country's most acuve ter.ron~.t 
group. . - _ . 
The -.four were surrounded by a co.mmand0 unit 
-in a large isolated farmhouse about ten miles east 
of Orleans. , . 
Two of the suspects are sought in connection 
with the November slaying of the president of the 
Renault automobile company. . ·-
Dfrect Action is held responsible for 'S0 bomb 
blasts at public buildings in th~ last s~ven years, 
the assassinations· of the chief executives of the 
Fren~h Army industry and of France's largest 
· carmaker, several killings of policemen and at lea~t 
· two other assassinations. 
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Harley proposes job split 
By Carolyn E. Bewersdorf 
Donald Hailey has proposed 
to student leaders, student coun-
cil, and University administra-
tors that his present duties of · 
assistant MUB manager and 
SAFC treasurer be made into 
two separate jobs. 
HaPley announced his resig-
nation effective June 30, 1987, 
explaining his job "lacks excite-
ment and a sense of accomplish-
,, ' ment. , 
Presently, Harley is allocated 
10 hours a week to perform his 
SAFC treasurer position. 
Harley's proposal suggests 
that the SAFC ·position expand 
to enable the treasurer to allo- . 
care more rime to the student 
council. As a result, the tr,easurer 
may provide any needed infor-
mation or advice and still leave 
decis.ions to the students. Harley 
said he enjoys working with 
students and feels there is more 
excitfment in the SAFC posi- · 
tion. 
"Don has a lot of energy," said 
SAFC Chairperson Warner 
Jones. "There ·s a pretty high 
turnover here. Most of the 
students are here for four years 
and are only active for two or 
three. Don has fresh blood all 
of the time ... 
"Students are demanding 
more of their universities," 
Harley said. He said stJ.Idents 
want to be educated by profes-
sors, but they also want to take 
an active part in the university 
decisions. 
"Professors have to show up 
to class and convey informa~ion 
and their knowledge, but they 
can't do the reading for you," 
Harley said. 
Student Body President Jay 
Ablondi said he supports the 
proposal. "Due to time con-
straints, he's (Harley) been 
forced to rely more on advising 
only the SAFO business man -
ager,Jim Griffith, who oversees 
al I of the t)ther business man-
agers . Jim, in turn, gives second 
hand advice. Individual contact , 
isn't there," Ablondi said. 
"The advising capacity has 
not been filled at all," he added. 
The student council has met 
with Director of .Student Activ-
ities Jeff Oni>re and have had 
positive tedings about the 
proposal. Also involved in the 
decision is SAFTEC (Student 
Activity Fee Treasurer Evalua-
tion Committee) who evaluate 
the treasurer's performance _a~d 
. decides whether or not he/she 
will retain · the position for 
another year. 
"Don is a strong student 
advocate," Ablondi said. "He 
believes that the students have 
a right to fail. 'If a whole student 
council wants to do som,ething 
that he is not in favor of, he 
won't stop them from doing_ it. 
He recogni~es the learning that 
students are experiencing." 
Harley 's proposal has a 
strong chance of being accepted 
and implemented. Safe guards 
.will be writren into th~ contract . 
and into the bylaws to protect 
student organization_s from 
those who, in the future, may 
in tend to exercise too much 
control over the council. 
Regardless of the final deci-
sion, Harley will resign. If the 
proposal is rejected, Harley said, 
'Td like to do something en-
trepreneural. It's new and ex-
citing. It's time for a change." 
If the proposal is implement-
ed, Ha.rley will apply for the 
treasurer's position. 
"The way he's been working, 
he has given the students au-
tonomy," Ablondi said. "We'd 
certainly be getting ·a bargain 
to get Don as our treasurer." 
The MUB basement provided a suitable practice area fo.r this 
banjo player last week. (Stu Evans photo) 
UNH Political poll p_rospers 
Alan, out for a stroll with his mothe r , casts a skeptical eye 
towards the camera. (Peter Tamposi photo) . 
UNH students fast 
By Marla G. Smith 
Twelve UNH students began 
fasting yesterday in order to 
commemorate Central America · 
Week, Feb. 22 -28. Tom Mond . 
.and. U>Uise Proctor will fast for 
a week, others · will join them 
as the week progresses. 
"I feel wonderful," said Mond, 
a DCE student. "The only crav-
ing I have is for peace and social 
justice." _ 
Fasting students will camp 
out in the MUB Pub during 
lunch and dinner this week. 
Donation cans, information on 
Nicaragua, and sponsors and 
pledges to help raise money will 
be present. 
Money raised from the fast 
will be donated to American 
Friends Service Committee pro-
gram called "Quest for Peace." 
COCA is aiming to raise $1,500. 
Acco::-ding to Proctor, the 
American Friends Service Com-
mittee will ma-tch the $100 
million Congress has proposed 
to the Contras . However, the 
American Friends Service Com-
mittee funds will be given to 
the Nicaraguan people. · 
Of the $ f00 milli(rn Congress 
appointed to the Contras last 
year, $·60 rriillion has been 
allocated in military funding. 
"I really want to be able to 
go for a week," said Proctor, a 
FAS TING. page 9 
·- By Robert Bosworth 
What started as a small in- · 
class project in 1968 has since 
flourished into a New Hamp-
shire political institution and 
two UNH professors could not 
be happier. · 
The UNH/WMUR political 
poll, which now finds itself in· 
such media as The New York 
Times , W ashinf!,ton Post c!nsi 
the three major Boston televi-
sion networks, grew out of an 
idea by UNH Associate J;_:>rofes-
sor of political .science Robert · 
Craig. Craig said he brought the 
concept of student polling to 
UNH after he had participated 
iri similar polls while a graduate 
student at the University of . 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
"I wanted to apply it here 
beqiuse it's real as opposed to 
just being an exercise," Craig 
said. 
According to Craig, the UNH 
. poll began as a class project for 
political science students'. Craig 
said the first poll was conducted 
during the 1967-68 semester 
break , .just before the New 
Hampshire presidential prim-
ary. 
Students broke into teams of 
two, one male and one female, 
and canvassed the state asking 
voters, face to face, questions 
on candidates and issues: Craig 
said about 75 students conducted 
the first poll and discovered 
President Lyndon Johnson 
would not-be supported very 
well in New Hampshire because 
of the Vietnam War. 
Johnson's decision to bow out 
of the race came after the poll 
was conducted. -
In addition to the anti~ 
Vietnam sentiment, Craig said . 
the first survey showed people 
were pleased with Johnson's 
·domestic policies. 
According to political science~ 
department Chairperson David 
Moore, telephone polling re-
placed face to face polling in 
1974. Moore said telephone 
surveying became more prac-
tical in the mid- I 970s when 
more people acquired phone use · 
and techniques, such as random 
dialing, were developed to over-
come the u-nlisted phone 
number problem. 
The first statewide telephone 
poll conducted by U ni_versity , 
personnel was performed' dur-
. ing th·e ·1976 gubernatofral elec-
tion, Moore said. Results of that -
poll indicated that Meldrim 
Thompson would win with 56 
percent of the vote. Thompson 
won with 57 percent. 
According to Moore, The 
Portsmouth Herald was the first , 
medium to carry poll results . 
"No one else wanted it,"·Moore 
said. 
. Today, in addition to many 
national newspapers, the As-
sociate Press, United Press 
International, Foster's Daily 
· Democrat, Manchester Union 
Leader and regional television 
stations carry the poll's results . 
The University funded the 
poll for several years using th~ 
Wide Area Telephone Service. 
Yet, the poll's continuation was 
· j e ll p a r d i z e d w h e n U N H 
· changed its phone system. 
Moore · said the political 
science department could not 
afford the expense and aske.d 
various sources for grants, most 
notably WMUR Channel 9 in 
Manchest,er: "Since 1983, they 
have been our only sponsor," 
Moore said. 
(polling) agency could hire," 
Moore added. · 
"The survey adds to a stu -
dent's education and skill level," . 
Craig said. 
Moore said the polls are not 
used to predict.electipn results 
but rather they hel_p' students 
understand the correlation be-
tween candida,tes and issues and 
~o.w people form political opin-
10ns. 
Most student pollers are 
enthusiastic Moore said. "They 
want to be a part of it. It's not 
solely academia - it's also real. 
The results are used by state and 
national media." 
Kevin Herlihy, a senior pol-
itical science major, has partic-
ipated in two UNH pol1s, one 
for Craig's United States Con-
gress class and another i_n 
Moore's mass media class. 
"It was one of my best learn-
ing experiences. I now have a 
better understanding how big 
a role the mass media play in 
society," Herlihy said. 
Herlihy said he was a member 
of a class that polled New . 
Hampshire residents after the 
Space Shuttle Challenger ex-
.ploded in January, 1986, killing 
all seven astronauts, including 
New Hampshire's ·christa 
McAulitfe. 
" It was amazing. By 6 p.m. 
that day, 98 percent of the 
people (polled) knew about the 
d1saster," .Herlihy said. 
Moore said poll results are 
often used by candidates to test 
their stands on various issues. 
"Some· state legislators call me 
According to Moore, polls 
conducted today cost $5,000. 
This fee pays for the telephone 
service, supervisory labor, supp-
lies and student labor. ( Moore 
said once st_udents, participate 
in one poll, they_ can be hired 
to conduct other polls.) 
Moore a_nd Craig both agreed 
the poll's main purpose is for 
students to gain valuable expe-
rience. 
· -up to find out what people -are 
thinking co·ncerning such issues 
as the bottle bill and seat pelt 
law. 
"The purpose of the polls is 
for students to find out what 
·polling is like and tQ have the 
opportunity to analyze the 
data," Moore said. 
"Students are very good in-
terviewers. They are bright, 
articulate interviewers, above 
what- a normal commer.cial 
., l always tell them if they want 
to talk. about the results after 
the poll is conducted 1 I'd be 
happy to sit down with them 
and discuss it," Moore said. 
To devise a poll, Moore said 
he drafts a questionnaire dealing 
with candidates and how people 
perceive them. Polls include 
POLL, page 7 
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·.ON THE SPOT 
Do you find it difficult to find a date on campus?. 
,Where did you go on your last date? · 
''No, because it's so ea.sy 
to meet people on campus. 
There's a good social lifr 
at UNH; you can meet 
people through parties, 
activities and intramural 
sports. For my last date 1 
went with my date to her 




''Yes, it seems like the 
majority of people here 
don't date. People in gener-
, al go to parties in. groups. 
. For my last date I went to 




"No, I don't think it's hard 
to find a date on campus. 
For my last date we went 
. to see a movie." 
Shawn Donovan 
Sophomore 
1 , ,Psychology , 
"No I ·don't think it's 
difficult to find a date on . 
campus. I met my boy-
friend here. _There's a lot 
of socializing on campus 
and it'seasy to.meet people. 
For my last date I went to 





Depa~t•~nt of Aerospace Stu~ies 
862-:-1480 
... ~------------~---All FORCE ·ROIC . · 
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE 
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Program outli'ned by Roberts 
By Julie McDonald 
' The existence of a. Human-
ities Center will "make a pro-
found difference in what 
_ happens in the classroom," 
according to Dr: Lou is Roberts, 
· associ;:ite dean for the College 
of Arts and Sciences at Syracuse 
University. 
R<>berts is the· second of five 
candidates who will lecture at 
the University of New Hamp-
shire in an effort to win .the 
director's position-of the Hu-
manities Center still in the 
developmental stages. 
In an ho\lr-long lecture last 
Thursday afternoon, Roberts 
outlined a program that he 
considered would be the most 
"dyf.lamic way to approach the 
creation of a homanities center." 
He emphasizeJ that not only 
would a center become signif-
icant for the communities, but 
that its effects would eventually 
"resonate from the community 
into the state wide region and 
perhaps, ultimately, interna-
·tionally." 
Roberts began his talk with 
a brief overview of his current 
research which primarily deals 
with the study of a ] 3th century 
. Arabic manuscript and its im-
pact on language. 
With the aid of slides and a 
projector, Roberts entertained' 
his ~1udience as well as informed 
them of his capabili t ies as a 
. potential director. 
"I believe there are essential 
facts that must be addressed 
when considering the develop-
ment of a center like this ... the 
'ABC's,' if you _will." 
"We must beat down t:he 
borders tba t exist betwe~n 
disciplines in an effort to open 
up more effective lines of com-
munication, " he told the au-
dience, that largely comprised 
members of UNH pyschology, 
.arr, English and philosophy 
departments. 
Roberts' determination not 
to "-separate the intellectual 
from the visual" won support 
from the group th~re and bis 
superior ability to write and 
obtain grants won their respect. 
Tve had a number of expe-
riences that I feel are good 
preparation for a job like this . 
I've kept peace within Syracuse's 
language department for twelve 
years, I know how to get grants 
and most importandy, I'm a 
continual optimist,'·' said Ro -
berts. 
"His presentation went very 
well ," said Dr. David Andrew, 
chairperson of the arts depart-
ment. "This kind of presenta-
tion could have gone badly, but 
I think Dr. Roberts pulled it off. 
H e possesses an enthusiasm 
well suited for the position of 
director." · 
Andrew sits on the committee 
that brought Roberts and the 
first candidate, D i . Charles 
Ka;elis of Williams College. 
"I think it is evident that 'the 
. search committee is doin•g its 
job in bringing the most highly 
qualified candidates in," Andrew 
said. 
From the 215 applications the 
search commit.tee received, fa-
cu I ty, staff and students are .. 
g•iven the opportunity to bear 
the final five chosen in Murk-
land I lTat 4 p .m. The remain-
ing speakers are: 
Robert Fuller, associate pro-
fessor of re ligious studies and 
director of the honors program · 
at Bradley University. He is also 
the author of America and the 
Unco.nscious. Fuller will speak 
Tuesday, Feb. 24. 
Carol Hurd Green, professor 
of American Studies and asso-
ciate dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences at Boston College 
is scheduled to speak Thursday, 
Feb. 26. 'sl 
. Andrew McClean, p,rofessor 
of English and the humanities 
at the University of Washing-
ton-Parkside will speak Tues-
day, March 3. 
Israeli prof to speak at UNH 
By Marla G. Smith 
· Naomi Chazan , a visiting 
professo r of go vernm e nt at' 
• Harvard University, will pres-
ent "Politics and the Interna-
tional Women 's Movement: 
The Zionist Case" at the sixth 
session of the New ', Hampshire 
International Seminar. 
An Israeli and head of African 
studies at Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem, Chazan will elab-
orate on the experience of Israeli 
and Zionist women in th e 
international ~omen's move-
ment. 
Professor of History John 
Voll said "What often happens, 
is that at international meetings, 
issues of the Arab/Israeli con-
flict become obstacles to fem -
inist cooperation." Voll is also 
· the acting director of the Uni-
versity's Center for Internation-
al Perspectives, _the seminar's 
sponsor. 
Cha zan was a lso an Israeli 
delegate to _the Nairobi Confer-
. ence, the most recent women's 
international conferen ce. Ac-
cording to Voll , Chazan bas been 
act,i ve in trying to foster dia-
logue between P alestin ia n and 
Israeli .ferninists. 
Voll stressed UNH student 
attendance at the lecture . . 
"The more contact UNH 
s tu den ts have with -acti v ist 
people who work for .a cause is 
an experience, regardless of the 
subject they are talking about," 
Voll said . 
According to Voll, there are · 
particular differences in the 
women ·s movement on the 
international scale. 
"It is important for Amer-
icans to .realize that the women's 
movement is not just an Amer-
ican movement," Voll said. 
Voll said it is easy, especially 
in New HampshJre, to forger 
global issues. ··,; 
"We have to understand our-
selves in our immediate society, 
bur also in global and broader 
dimensions," said Voll. 
The lecture wi_ll take place · 
March 6, at the Elliot Alumni 
Center in the l 925 Room, at 4 
p.rn . 
Through F ebrllary 281 
1 2 
COPIES 
8½ x 11 white 20# auto-fed 
Fast service, outstanding 
quality, and low, low prices! 
.kiilko•s® 
Great copies. creat peopl~. 
51 Main St . 
. Durham 
- 868-632 2 
CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, _FEBRUARY 24 
. CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES-"Pborochemical Image 
Enhancement," by Professor J. Di_amond, Bates College. Room 
1-103, Parsons, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p .m., free, open to public. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-"Flowers Cannot 
Grow in Salt: An Overview of the History of Japanese Women." 
Ils e And .. ,,ws, Shain Women's University, Kobe, Japan. 
Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 12:30--2 p.m. 
M~N'S HOCKEY-vs. Lowell, Snively, 7:30 p.m. 
SEMINAR-"How to Know When You're in Love," presented 
by Dick Purnell, a travelling representative of Campus Crusade 
for Christ, in an informal, humorous style. Granite State 
Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
UNH JAZZ BAND-Bill Reeve, directing. Strafford Room, 
MUB, 8 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER-"Temptations." Hennessy Theat- , 
er, Paul Arts, 8 p .m. .· . . · _ 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
MF;N'S BASKETBALL-at Maine 
· UNIVERISTY THEATER-"Temptations." Hennessy Theat-
er, Paul Arts, 2 p .m. and 8 p .m. -
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN FILM MAKERS SERIES-
"Marianne and Julianne," story of two sisters; also deals 
with the political turmoil of Germany in the' 1970's. Room 
110, Murl<land, 7:30 p.m., $1. 
SEMINAR-"Sex and the Search for Intimacy," presented 
by Dick Purnell, a travdling representative of Campus Crusade 
for Christ, in an informal, ,numorous style . Granite State 
Room, MUB, 7:30 _p.m. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES-"Structure and Reactivity 
of Organic Radical Cations," by Dr. Heinz Roth of Bell 
Laboratories. Room 1-103, Parsons, 11 a.m . to 12:30 p.m., 
free, open to public. . . . . 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES-Gallery walk with 
exhibiti rig artist and faculty member. Martin Mu_gar will 
speak about current exhibit, "Drawing Invitational." Galleries, 
Paul Arts, 12:30 p .m. . · 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM-"Geology of the An-
droscogin Lake Igeous Complex." CANCELLED. · 
, , MUSO FILM-"Ruthless People." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 & 9:30 p .m._, students $1, general $2. . . · 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY-vs. Northeastern, Snively, 7 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER~"Temptations." Hennessy Theat-
er, Paul Arts, 8' p.m. · · 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
GTE FOUNDATION LECTURE SERIES-Space Technology 
and Human Values, Part II -Space Research: Gateway to the 
Future. Frank McDonald, Chief Scientist and Principal advisor 
to administrator, NASA Headquarters, Washington D .C. 
1-103, Parsons, 7:30 p.m. 
UNIV;ERSITY J'HEATER-"Temptations." Hennessy Theat-
er, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. · 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper form~) . 
The New Harhpshtre (USPS 379-·280) is published and distributed semi- · 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
15l_of the Memorial Uni~n Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. 
?HICe hou~s: ~onday - Fridar 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
'), 24.00 .Thtrd class pos~age paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
_check t~eir ads the first day . The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible ~or t_ypo~raph •'.=al or other err'?rs, but will reprint that part 
, <_:Jf an a_d~ert1sement 10 wh1ch--a typographical error appears, if notified 
. 1m~ed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
. 15. MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 0382 4. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. · 
- - _ ,,_,_ 
THE m. \, ~~~~iii!:.--~ .... T ~- -·-
_;sHoa:a .. . .. 
7" STREET, PORTS 
< Tan Bed I~ visitli Ollly $35.00 > 
o, .. 12 - ••l411ipt, 'ti! 2 • ·• · Tltvn., Fri. ,s.t. , 
· (later •r 1ppol,,t1111nt) · 
801 022487 
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COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit cc;urses for a n'ominal fee are listed 
below. ·Registration is required . Use Computer 
Services Training Menu for online registration 
or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. 
All courses are held in Stoke Cluster Classroom 
unless otherwise specified. 
DCL PROGRAMMING: This introduction to the 
digital command language provides use ts with 
a set of commands for program development device 
· and data manipulation and batch processing. 
Prerequisite-: . VAX-VMS and understanding of 
an editor. Monday, March 2 and Wednesd11y, March 
4, from 9 a.m. to noon. · 
GENERAL 
PIZZA LUNCHES: Pizza for 75¢ to $1 a slice. 
Fridays, Non-Tradition,a1 Student Center, Under-
wood I-louse, noon to 1 p.m. 
GERMAN CI:UB FASCHINGSFEST: Sponsored 
by German Club. Carnival costume party! Music, 
refreshments, costumes! Friday, February 27, 7 
p.m., $2 non-members, free for members. German 
Dept. Office for details. 
ROTC EDUCATIONAL rROGRAM: A repre-
sentative from the National Bank of Houston will 
present an educational program on "Personal 
Financial Managemeqt for Junior Officers." 
Tuesday, March 3, Room 101, Zais Hall, 12:30-
1:30 p.m. 
AFGHANISTAN AND HUMAN RIGHTS: Am-
nesty International will hold its regular monthly 
meeting and Mr. Rahimi from The Free AfglJ,anistan 
Alliance out of.Cambridge will present "Human · 
Rights Conditions in Afghanistan." Tuesday, March 
3, Room 128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. , 
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS FOR 
"WHAT MEN DON'T TELL WOMEN.": Monday, 
March 9 and Tuesday,March 10, Hennessy Theater, 
Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. Adv~nced reading material 
available beginning March 2, ,Room, M-211, Paul 
Arts. Open to all UNH students. · 
HEALTH 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: 
Individuals concerned about their drinking,, or drug 
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon-
1 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For 
individuals affected by a parents's problem drinking. 
Thursdays, Underwoo~ House, 7-_8:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed· 
meeting for women concerned about their drinking· 
or drug abuse. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 · 
p.m. 
SAFE RIDES: A service for students providing 
safe transportation home for drivers under the 
. influen_ce_ of al~ohol and/ or other drugs and/ or 
those rtdrng '?,'Ith them. Thursdays, Fridays, and 
Saturdays, 10 p.m.to 2 a.m., call 862 -14L4. 
DON'T LET STRESS' GET THE BEST OF YOU!: 
Overview and discussion of stress/stressors and 
their ,effects on mental/physical health along with 
_various coping skills, strategies _and time man-
agement. Wednesday, February 25, Main Lounge, 
Undergraduate Apts., 7 p.m. and Thursday, February 
26, Main Lounge, Engelhardt, 7 p.m. 
STRESS MANAGEMENT/RELAXATION TECH-
NJ QUE S WORKSHOP: Sponsored by 
UNH/Student Beer Group. Presented by Janice 
Metzgar of Health Education Services. Ways on 
how to deal with stress will be di-scussed as well 
as demons_trations of various relaxation techniques. 
Friday, February 27, Carroll Room, MUB, 2-3 p.m. 
All invited. 
MEETINGS 
. NEW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: 
For worship, teachings and fellowship. Tuesdays, 
Room 103, Morrill, 7 p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE 
~~ETINGS: Djscussion of the issues and organ-
1z10g of educat10nal events, rallies ana petition 
drives. Wednesdays, Hillsborough Roorri, MUB; 
7 p.m. Open to all students and community 
members. · 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: UNH student Kristy Markey will share her 
slides from her trip to El Salvador. Discussion on 
the University of El Salvador and the political 
situation_ in the country today. Tuesday, Feb_ruary 
24, Memmack Room, MUB, 6 p.in . . 
GREAT BAY FOOD CO-OP INFORMATIONAL 
MEETING: The 'Co-bp is a·retail and ·pre-order 
store loca(ed in the basement of Hubbard, selling 
great _food. To find out more about us, attend 
meeting,. Tuesday, February 24, Hillsbo-
rough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 6 p.m. or call Alison, 
7~2-3239 or Peter, 749-9649. Open ro all students, 
fa~flty, staff and community members. 
NWNE UNIX USER'S GROUP MEETING: Will 
discuss the feature of A WK, a report generating 
software, as well as new computer world devel-
opments. Meet computer professionals from all 
around New England. Wednesday, February ·25, 
4th floor conference room, New Science Building, 
7:30 p.m. 
COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING AND SLEIGH 
RIDE: Tbere will be a sleigh ride following the 
6 p.m. meeting on Friday, February 27, Room 202, 
Kendall. Cost is $5. Call Jean, Karen or Scott at 
. 1343 if you plan to attend. __ 
NOTICEINFORMATIONMUSTBESUBMIT- ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadline
s ,. 
•-· ~T~E~D_~,.,,_T:o:· T:.H:E:. :O:F:F:IC=·E=·=O:F:S:T:U:D::E:N:T:_A_._c~T--_I..;.V_---=o~n~r;;:;::o.c.:::.:r;...:f~o:.:rm:::s~)-::::::::::::::====:------:-J · 
W_rJte ne_w_~ for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your 
· / , · . name .in print . . . , . 
:C H .A M P A .G N E 
.S U N-D A Y B R U N C H 
CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL or MIMOSA . ............. $ .50 
HANGOVER 81.0ODY MARY ..................... $1.25 
BLOODY MARIA (tequ1l11l •••••••••••••••••••••••••• S_l.50 
SUICIDE 81.0ODYS ..... _ ....•.................. $2.50 
EGGS J;JENEDICT .............................. $4.95 
Two poached eggs on Enghsh niufflns with ham amt-fresh Hollandaise sauce . 
. EGGS FLORENTINE ............ : ........... . ... $4. 95 
Two poached eggs on a bed of fresh spinach served on an English muffin with 
fresh Hollandaise sauce. 
EGGS ROCKPORT .............................. $5.95 
Two eggs poached on English muffins with Lobster, Canadian bacon and 
topped with Bemalse sauce. · · 
STEAK & EGGS ............................... $7 .95 
Petite sirloin and two eggs your way. 
SUNDAY OMELETTE Plain •••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.85 
or create your own each additional filling ••••••••••••••••••••• $ .40 
Vermont Sharp Cheddar. Parmesan. Hot ,Pepper.;, Sour Cream, Primo Salsa, 
Hot Mexican Spiced Beef and Pork, Guacamole;- Green Onions. 
The Oyster Club 
· 421 Central Ave. 
The Oyste~ Club 
164 Middle St. 
Portlan~, ME · 
The Oyster CJub 
Main St. 
Wolfeboro 
THE COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION 
Offern You: 
• Information (graduate schools, internships, 
and more) 
■ Lectures from people In .communication-
relt3ted professions . 
■ Field Trips (Such as Channel 5 in Boston) 
•An- opportunity _to meet people. 
All majors welcome! 
~ Joi ~ at our ·next meeting! 
ited Time Only 
nd Solitaires 
now at the 
lowest price in 
historv! 
All in 14K goid 
$1699 S.~h~! 
3/4 carat Solitaires Val s1500 5839 . 
1/2 mat Solitaires Val 11200 s559 
1/3 mat Solitaires Val 1500 5269 
1/4 carat Solitaires Val '1400 5249 
I/Io' carat Solitaires Val '250 599 
BRILLIANT DIAMONDS . ~\; 
Earrings Pendants ~~C\ ~$~\ 
.10 C.T • 
.25 C.T. 
.30 C.T . . 
.50 C.T. 
S89 $109 $ ~C~ - · 
$125 Sl99 t\J 
S 199 $329 All Set In 
$399 S499 Gleaming 14Kt Gold 
United Diamond & Gold Outlets, Inc. · 
· Bowl-Q-Rama Plaza #2 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 Tel. 433-3245 
LEGAL PROBLEMS? 
We can help ... . 
FREE CONSUL TAT,ONS 
Through the Student Senate 
legal services are available to undergraduates · 
free of charge. 
-LAWYER'S HOURS: 
Tuesday ·10 am - 1 pm 
7 - 8:30 pm MUB rm 131 
Wednesday 7 - 8:30 pm 
Thursday 1 - 5pm 
Phone# 862-1712 
FfNAl -OAYS 
15th~ Annual Winter 
Clearance Sale 













Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30 Sat 9-5 Closed Sundays 
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Study:_ -dating fulfills needs $5.00 an hour! 
Models needed 
for art's sake! By Lauren Cunningham 
· and Heidi Stensby 
A dating sur~ey ~onducted on 
Thursday Feb. 19 in Philbrook, 
Stillings and Huddh:ston by 
C,ampus Crusade for Christ, ·an 
,·inter-denominational Christian 
organization, re~ealed what 
students at UNH look for in 
d~ting relationships. , 
After having collected the 3 75 
surveys, Crusade staff.members 
and students proceeded to tab-
ulate the results . · · ·· 
I 
One question asked in the 
survey was "What needs does 
dating fulfi11?" 
· ' · Students ~ei-e given the cho-
.ices of intellectual; phys_ica1, 
emotional, ·Spiritual, and social 
fuHi.llment_. Survey'Ors could 
check more that one answer. 
Sev·enty-nine percent be-
-' lieved their emotional n~eeds are 
'· being) ulfill'ed i:hrough datiq.g. 
· Seventy-one ,perce·nt. found d~t~ 
ing fulfills their physical needs. 
Dating meets the social needs 
of 64 percent of those surveyed. 
Of the students surveyed 41 
percent· found meetipg. p'eople 
i,s,. their primary purpos·e Jor 
dating: Fifteen percent surveyed 
indicated their main reason for 
dating involves personal phys-
i~al fulfillment. · ,;i ,.,. · 
There IS an even division 
, between those who go out in · 
groups and those who date one-
·on-one. A small percentage of 
the _ 3 75 people surveyed prefer 
to date one-on-one. 
Another question on tl\ e 
survey read, "The kind of dates 
I like are ... " Students could 
choose the following answers: 
romantic (soft lights and music), 
traditional (dinner aod a mo-
vie), wild and crazy (neon lights 
_ and disco), simple and cheap 
(popcorn and t.v.)' and creative 
(picnic on the edge of the Grand 
Canyon). 
Forty-eight percent .of the 
students surveyed enjoy creative 
· dating (such as hiking up Mt. 
Washington); while 27 perce.nt 
enjoy an evening at ho~e eat4_)g 
p_opcorn and watching telev;i'-
Sion. 
. There- is a tendepcy to look 
· for s·imilar attribut€s in d·ating " 
partners as in marital partners. 
· The ,overwhelming majbrity 
feels that a good relationship 
_ enhances their _self-image and 
makes them feel secure. 
·' Personality_is, by far, the most 
important characteristic, but 
- appearance and intelligence are 
also highly significant. Wealth, 
_. popularity', and occupation ·are 
not considered to be as substan-
- tial. · · 
~ (continued from page 3) 
ci~:e·stions on issues, people's . ;p1onsible for collecting' ·~ nd 
tjiedia pa.,tte r n.s and d~rnogra- -, -interpreti,ng .the data. ' '. 
phics. Moore said there are no pl~ns 
-'. Classes that participate in' , to expand the poll. "We are very Ji 
polling include public opinion, pleased with it. I think it is one i 
eolitical parties; mass media, of the best t€aching tool s we .. 
1/ . S. Congress and U. S. Presid- 11,ave," Moore said. ' 
ency. After each stud~nt polls · Regardi-ng the poll's deve-l~ 
~or a fo1:1r _ ~our per10~, the opment, Craig sa td ''. I am ab-·: 
Irtformat10n Is then 'fed rnto al solutely ·thrilled with it." 
-computer and students a; e r_e~ 
. . 
·-
. Sun Tan Center 
~ · ,·1·/~ 
. -. · Attention ·.· --
........... ,- Students --.._ 
--;;,1 /\~' 
· 30 calendar days 
· for $39.00· · 
Groups of3 
or more $30.00 ea. 
· 130 Congress St 
P or tsmouth~ N._H. 
431 -7047 
_ Downtown , 
. \ ., 
(on Kari-Van route) 
The biggest problems _found 
in dating relat ionships are poor 
communication ( 44 percent), 
jealousy (39 percent), and the 
_ fear of being vulnerable (29, Call D ept. of the Arts 
percent). However, in spite of , 862-2190 
· potential problems; over half 
of the ' individuals surveyed Tuesdays & Th ursdays 





and acceptance from the people 
they date :' ' 
. According to Campus Crusade 
for Christ President Greg 
Crowe, the survey served its · 
purpose. 
-"Although this survey merely 
reemphasizes facts p~rtaining . 
to dating that students may 
already be aviare of, it has 
undoubtedly caused them fo 
search for greater insigfi.t as far · 
as their own personal relation-
ships ate concerned," Crowe 
said. 
'_/ 
,Campus Rage _ 
Boxer shorts with your own custom imprint. 
Show off your do~m-, fraternity or sorority .. .. 
Place your order ~o~ for spring break. 
. In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
3131 ~afayette Road (Rte, 1) • Portsmo~th. N.H. 
CALL ·DOMINO'S PIZIJl 
.. ---------------., Meet the NOlb'.M He loves o~efir to ruin your pizza. He • J makes your pizza cold, 30 minute I or late, or he squashes I your pizza box .so the guarantee I cheese gets stuck to I tt;ie top. 
I (iDeA .· _ If your p[zza does • With one call to Domino's not arrive within 30 I 
minutes,' · present this I 
Pizza, you can avoid th~ 
NOID. So when you want coupon to the driver for I hot, delicious, quality DOMINO'S $3.00 off your order. ., pizza delivered in less 
No l'l)L/Pl>n ll<:<.'<:ssary I · than 30 minutes, One -PIZZA 
Fast, Free Delivery'" 






I •· DL,1rha m Shopping Ctmu I I 
(g: . ® I I H1mrs: -----------------~ 
11 ,I.Ill. - I ;un. Sun. - Thurs . 
11 ,1.m. · 2 ;I. Ill. Fri . ,'-:. Sar. 
Our dn~ers carry l~ss than ·$:;?0.00. Limited de,ivery area. ,<~1986 Dommo·s P izza. Inc 
/ 
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,.. ...... ·-· .............................. ~ ..... ·_•:-: . . . . . ... - . . -,. . 
: . .._._.._.,.... : was built in 1965-~· One look at 
• • the track and you will see that • • : • • your high school probably had 
: : .... -.. ...... ...-11111111 ; : a better facili-ty. The aged ce-
• : • ment track runs around an all -
: :;,-..,...___,,,,,"'-._,,, : dirt oval middle. The track is· 
: : in worse shape than some of 
• ·,• Boston's streets. Potholes are 
: . Combining great . fo()d : common and on each end of the 
: w1·.1·h -g. ,·-e~· t' p-r,·c_e~•- , : : track, there is a little dip. Seven 
· • _ . . • : of the · tJ niversity's athletic 
: : teams use the track and three 
• : can use it simultaneously. As 
•: db l ' • Boulanger says, "It's . pretty 
: ·-12 Varieties of freshly bake ·. age s i : difficult to train w)aen you're 
• -6 Different cream cheese spreads · . ·: ·sucking up du~t." 
: '-Freshly baked cakes, brownies and 6 ~ayer bars • The track is an embarra.ss-
• · -Unique Deli items : ment. "h is a shame to have it 
• -Fabulous Bagel sandwiches : . named after a fine man like Paul 
: . : Sweet," said Boulanger. "Op-
.· : • posing teams refuse to compete 
• "Mill Rd. Plaza : here because of the conditions. 
,j : · . l All • When was the last time you got 
• Dvrham, N.H. . 19 Mkt. St.-Commercia . ey : to see our track team at home?'' 
-:-- 868-1424 _ Portsmouth, N.H. 431-5853 ·. : O'Neil recalls.~n incident a 
: .. . . , · ·· - - ·' _ - · ·••. few . ye.a rs back. There was a · 
• • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _• • • ~ ~ • • • ~-• ·• . • · track meet here ·and a kid from ~ ~ . . ... . . . . '. ' . . 
FIELDHOUSE 
.(continued from page 1) 
another team tOre some liga -
ments in his leg running down 
one of those dips," he said. "The 
kid was the· star runner, too . 
After that, their coach vowed 
never to come back." 
· Not· only has the lack of a 
decent facility hampered the 
·sports program, but the track · 
is a health hazard as well. "Some 
of our staff members have 
off ices near the oval," said 
O'Neil. "The dust , according 
to them, is everywhere. The 
custoclians hate it, too." 
Title IX does not include just 
· the indoor track. According to 
O'Neil, the package includes 
· converting the laundry room 
downstairs into two locker -
rooms, installing two alternate 
basketball courts, the renovation 
of the gymnastics area, and an 
elevator for the handicapped. 
"We requested $3:8 million for 
it," O'Neil said. "However., 
construction costs could run as 
high as $4.3 millio11-.'' 
· The issue has been like a 
roller-coaster ride f9r some. "It's 
frus_trating," said Boulanger. 
"First you're up, then you're 
down." Now they are back up 
and new life has been pumped 
into the bill. Jim Chamberlin, 
clerk of the Public Works Com-
mittee of New Hampshire, said 
_ the bill has been put on the "fast 
track." 
"What the fast track means 
is that the next time we meet 
to vote on this issue; the bill gets 
top priority." · _ 
C:hambe,rlin, a Durham res -
idem:, has been a major advoc·ate 
o L..the bill. "The governor's 
budget is very" tigl-H," said 
Chamberlin. "He m·ay say nuts 
to the whole deal, but I've got 
real good vibes." There could -
be a problem though. :-. 
,' ~----------~~-----, 
"The senator from Plymouth 
wmts to renovate the Memorial 
Building over there," said Cham-..;. ______________________ llliiii--,' berlin. "tle is pushing to get 
.. iDut-ham· Cli/lY· 




t~J?ing, ·25 res~tnes, matching sheets, envelopes _ 
revisions made easily .w/our 1 y r. memory storage 
Open-8_:30-5:30, ~~n-~~ri · 
G~nite State Room-MUB 
Wednesday, February .25 
· 7:30 p.m. 
***FREE-ADMISSION*** 
Colll · 






it on the fast track too. If he 
succeeds_, we have ~ problem." 
The bill will go to the governor 
and wheq he signs it; construe-
. tion can begin. . _ 
blltonly ~ a 
"If fitness is such a big thing, 
why shouldn't we renovate?" 
as_ked Boulanger. He pulls out 
a piece of paper with hundreds 
of names ori it, "We've got these 
petitions a'll over campus. Tui-
tion increases $400 every year 
an<;l what a r-e they doing with 
it? No one knows." disk.full .. of great 
.Ii:. ----- I 
"This will all be clearer within 
ten days," said Chamberl in . 
"We'll meet sometime in that · $ _ __ ~- rograms. $ 
l-■---■-----liiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiili..---.--------------t area." -
Software for n• Send $1 .SO for PDSE _ . Let' s,hope that the dust settles 
IBM-PC Compatibles· the 28 page 28Belknap St. , soon and we have a facility that 
.__· .;z._~~ni_.t~ii:~_~A_T111~&- T•·· .;.et111q •. .'.lil'ji;·~-•CP!A•T•A•L111cillll!IG!!IITll!lo•: ---•D•o.ve. r •. N• H• ·- o• 3•8•2-0 . we can all be proud to say is ours._ 
To All The People 
Involved · In 
UNH _ Snow Removal Efforts 
I ·, 
Many times ·this_ winter, 'whiie most of us wer~ 
enjoying our-leisure hours, you had to leave your 
homes and your families to come to UNH to clear 
sidewalks and roads: 
You salted · and sanded, and you shoveled ar:id 
· p lowed over 5_5 inches of, snow ~47.5 inches in 
1 ~he inonth of January alone! 
, , . • I 
,_Y ou ;ire doing a great job and your efforts are-.. 1J4J/)1~ . . .· ',';~ry"much·appreciated! . 
Sp~nsored by Campus Crusade for -Christ Many thanks from all of us. -
\ 
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Program to featuFe Chisholm 
. . . . •· . . ~ - ' . 
. ' : . ·. 
SPRING BREAK By Frank Moore 
S_hirley Chisholm, the first 
woman and first black person 
to run for United States pres-
ident will speak on "Of Course 
Women Dare" for UNH's sev-
enth annual _Women's Hisror·y 
Program. . 
. Chi~holm' s visit is part of the 
' weeklong program "Women 
Then and Now: A History of 
the Women's . Movemeot in 
America." It includes 30 films, 
panel discussions aqd lectures ' 
exploring women'.s involve-
~ent in so9al change in Amer-
1Ca. 
Chisholm, formerly a U.S. · 
Congresswoman from New 
York, currently holds the Pu-
. rington Chair at Mt. Holyoke 
. College. She will speak at 7 p;m. 
Wednesday, March 4 in the 
. MUB:. 
The _goal of the week-long; 
event is to "recognize and 
celebrate the lives and contri-
butions of American women," 
said Jan Harrow, coordinator 
of UNH' s Presidential Commis-
sion on Status of Women. 
A panel dis.cussion, "W-omen 
in PolitlCs," is set for noon- 1: 30 _ 
p.m., Thursday, Mar(h 5, in the 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, 
in the MUB. 
Panelists will include former 
State Sepator Mary Louise Han-
cock; Eileen Foley, former Ports-· · 
mouth mayor; and Susan 
Mclane, state senator. · 
At 5 p :m. Thursday, Jacque.-
line Jones, a Wellesley College 
history professor, will discuss 
"Black Women and White Wom-
en." Jones is, a winner of the 
Bancroft Prize in American 
History fot her book, Labor of 
· Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black 
·Women, Work and,_the Family 
from Slavery to Present. 
"It's going to be a really 
---.-_ FASTING 
(continued from _page 3) 
junior plant scie•rice major. three days. 
"People in Nicaragua are hung- "Fasting is good for me--
ry all the time. This will make that's the first step, gettingyour 
me appreciate what I have." . head together," Horvath said. 
"Right now my whole life is "Hopefully I can demonstrate 
focused on world peace," said- by fasting that this is important 
Proctor. "Nicaragua is just the to me. Maybe-others will bs:come · 
start." _ more aware of what's going on · 
Doug Horvath, a Committee in Nicaragua." · 1 ' 
on Central America (COCA) Mood said it is the least he 
member, said fasting is "a good could do to point out the ex-
time to srop and reflect on the _ treme situation between the 
issue and get a perspective ori .U.S. and Nicaragua. 
it. It's ~ nonviolent w~y -to ~all "It's a small price to,'pay in 
atten~!on to the war 10 N tea- rega_rds of the day-to-day life. 
ragua. ,., j - • , of the Nicaraguans," said Mood. 
Last year Horvath fasted for 
exciting week- because we're 
covering aspects that haven't 
been covered before," Harrow 
said. 
·J:pcia1 ··0ne-Wiel ~Gourse 
..... . IIJIIIIWWW . . _ 
Guest speakers will address 
new topics including women in 
athletics and women in the 
military. · A new ·science fiction 
film "Bo·rn in Flames" will 
preview the future of women 




tre will prese·nt "Tissue" - an ·· 
impressionistic play about a 
woman's struggle with ·society 
after a mastectomy. 
land a good .summerjob 
GET· PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT · 
:.~TER BARTENDER SCHOOL IT'S 
.EASY AND FUN. TEL (~)669-3718 
Other_ events during tl;ie week 
include films on a 'women's jazz 
band, the gender gap, and the 
American woman. 
CA• I . IUST£1l 
OR WRITE !.!.1!.T!!!D .. .;se119_1il«, 
Women's History Week is 
sponsored by the President's 
_Office and a, variety of campus 
academic and student affairs 
offices. 






. Seattle FilmWorks has'adapted Kodak'sprofes- , 
sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm _ 
camera. Now you can use the same film-with 
the same microfine grain and rich color 
saturation-Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday 
shots. You can capture special effects, too. Shoot 
it inbright or fow light-at up to 1200 ASA. 
What's more, it's econ9mical. And remember, 
Seattle FilmWorks lets you cho~e prints or 
slides, or both, from the same roll. · 
. Try this te~arlcable film today! , c,1986 SFW 
·_NewmarketJ N.B. 0.3857 
~-----~-~--~~~--~ -• fRl!E lntlOductory Offer I 
I □ RUSH me two 20-exposure rplls of Kodak I 
I MP film for my 35mm camera._l'd like a 2-roll I 
starter pack including Eastman 5247® and . 
· I 5294.® Enclosed is $2 for postage and handling. 1
1
_ 
I 10096 Satisfaction Guaranteed . I . I 
I NAME I . 
' I ADDWS I I ' 
. I CITY STATE ZIP I 
· I Mail to: Seattle FdmWorb, SOO 3rd Ave. W. I 
1 · .P.O. Box 34056, Seattle~ WA 98124 CODE I 
I Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle 1· "· 
FilmWorks is wholly sep~rare from:me manu&cturer. Process ECN-Il. • ·----~------------
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-------·BUDGET-------
(continued from page l) 
essence, students would be 
paying twice for these funds . 
since the paying of these loans 
would be done through money 
raised in the SAF. 
The real debate, according i:o 
Griffith, is over the actual 
reserve account. He said the 
reserve account is neccesary, but 
said he was not sure if students 
would want to foot the bills for · 
- rebuilding the reserve account 
to its orginal size. 
The senate voted to table the 
bill until the executive council 
can come to a decision on 
whether the loan repayment 
line item should be eliminated. 
The student senate budget ran 
into complications when Gri.f-
. fith propo~ed tO raise the com-
pensation for the SAFC chair-
person $200, from $500 to $700 
a year. 
· Griffith said this position, 
which is cunently held by 
Warner Jones, puts in far more 
hours than this salary indicates. 
He said the raise would better 
reflect what the job entails. 
"The position deserves this 
recognition, even if it is only 
token," said Griffith. 
Senate Business Manager 
Craig Ha.ssktine disagreed. He 
said each .chairperson position 
-receives $500, and a raise for 
one would imply it is more 
·important than the other po-=-
sitions. 
"Each committee chairperson 
has his or her own responsibil-
ities, it is difficult -w decide the 
amount of time and effort that 
goes into fulfilling those respon-
sibilities," said Residential Life 
and Dining Services Chairper-
son Robert Rodler. 
"'That is what you're trying 
to do by allocating more money 
to one chairperson over the 
others," Rodler said. 
Griffith denied trying to rank 
the importance of each chair-
person. He said through his 
constant work with the SAFC 
chairperson, he decided the 
position was grossly under-
recognized. 
The SAFC chairperson has 
to put in a large pre-set number 
of hours a week, Griffith said. 
The rest of the chairpersons 
might put in as many hours, he 
said, but it is up to their own 
personal motivations to do so. 
Hasseltine said he prefered 
taking his name off as author 
of the bill before granting the 
raise, but he agreed to table the 
bill in order to . hear further 
discussion. 
·····-·-·······-·---······•-•.r.-.•.•---···-··············--·· 
12 Jenkins Court 
We D_eliver 
7 days a week 




· i A/J people may have opinions,~ 
'==.= but only the op_i_n_ ions in =·=.I 
the Forum are noticed . 
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.Editorial 
Brjng back ·beer in the Pllb 
It is time to bring beer back to the Mub 
Pub. At the beginning of the semester, it 
seeqied beer in the Pub was a concept that 
had passed its prime. But after a semester· 
and two months, it has become evident the 
hi.Ck of beer has hurt Mub Pub income and 
has resulted in a_ severe drop in attendance 
for Memorial U ni<1n Student Organization 
not drinking, the problem could be avoided. 
Instead of stopping the sale of beer, the 
Mub Pub should make ·it more difficult for 
underage students _ to buy beer. At the 
University of Vermont, a student is allowed 
to bur only one be_er at a time (pitchers 
are p~ohibited) and is limited to a certain 
£!:umber of drinks per night_'. 
lack oi beer has -had a severe impact on 
attendance. 
The students also deserve -a place orr 
' campus where they can go and have a few 
- beers with their friends. In removing beer 
from the Mub Pub, . the University has not 
really done anything to reduce the problem 
' (M~SO)_-sponso;ed_events. · 
When beer was first banned in the Pub, 
one of the main arguments for stopping 
the sales was the liability fa~tor. In fact, 
the Pub was one of the main spots for 
underage drinking around campus, If any 
underage students were to drink at the· Mub 
Pub and then injure themselves ot someone , 
else, the Mub Pub, and ultimately JeffOnore, 
would be held ~esponsible. This is a 
convincing argument, but if a tighter rein 
One of the more evident arguments ~ 
against the lack of beer is the drop in 
attendance at_ MUSO events. At the begin-
ning of the semester, it was thought that 
the high-quality acts MUSO was planning 
on brin_ging to the Mub Pub would corri-
pensate for the drop in attendance expected 
due to the lack of alcohol. This has not been 
~he case, as attendance has dropped no-
. ticably.· This drop has 'been blamed on 
ev_erything from student apathy to poor 
publicitv on MUSO's_part. In actuality, t_he 
. of underage drinking. Instead-of having 
the drinking happening at the Mub, it. is 
happening in increasing ~mounts ~t local 
bars and at dormatories around campus. 
Those administrators who _ have the 
power to bring beer b_ack to the Pub should 
consider it strongly. The studeq.ts clearly 
want to see the beer return. With tighter 
restrictions, beer could have a mutually 
benefitting return to the Pub. The students 
would benefit from having a place to go 
to drink on campus, and the MUB Pub would 
gain from the added income the return of 
beer would bring. 
<·was keQ! _Qn_ tho_se who were: ,di;inkft]_g and . 
Lett.,_·. _




: sengers requires more responsi-
! bility than driving an everyday 
private automobile . As far as the 
To the Editor: exterior of the buses are concerned, 
well it seems that you have forgot-
Regarding: Mr. Carson R. Cole's . ten that its winter and with winter 
letter of 2/ 17 /87 comes snow, slush, salt, and sand 
_Mr. Cole-How timely that your , all of which can dirty a freshly 
Thank you for sharing your 
support. 
Doug Horvath · 
COCA 
.Forum/ 
letter of disdain for Kari-Van cleaned bus within ten minutes of 
' service should appear in this co~ To the Editor: starting any route. Mr. Cole, I 
: lumn. You're just in ·time for the , · The juxtapo
sition of Wayne ' 
·.annuaLD.D.C. (Defensive Driving ! suggeS
t that you come to the Kari- Burton's comments about the movie 
r ·van office for a day and observe · 
. Course) refresher training r~quired 1 "Platoon" and 
the artide by Dr. 
'_ of an_ vone who drives University 
the procedure that takes place and . Wirth and C. W. Lane on ROTC , 
1 ·maybe you will ha-ve some idea of 
· vehicles. We invite you to attend in Friday's Forum
 page was deeply 
your inaccurate observations. 
and share with us your feelings as · - · Averill Cate relevant. 
· to how we might "shape up" to your . UNH Kari-Van ··_, I too, am a tra
ined killer. I helped 
standard. We .at Kari-Van are all i Studerit Driver train thousands of young Americans 
very anxious to "leai;-n how to I · in the atts of mo
dern inass killing . . 
drive." We will meet at Elliot ' · 
38 Kari-Van drivers -also agr~e I am sure that more than a few of 
with Averill Cate's sentiments. 
_Alumni Center a~ 12:30 p.m., Feb. · their names are 
engraved on that 
19. See you there! polished black sto
ne monument in 
Also, I seem to recall y_ou sitting COCA Washington. I am proud to say that 
in the passenger seat beside m~ as ' · .. .. _ _ . ____ , I ·went through RO
TC. When I went 
· I and five of my fellow drivers drove ~ to college, ROT
C was mandatory. 
you.and more than 100 of your crew To the Editor: I oiten think th
at it should be 
mates to West Virginia for spring Members of the Committee on • mandatory today. 
training and back. Funny, you dicln't , Central America are fasting this We have all hea
rd that war is hell. (,_ 
mention anything about our driving iWeek in order to commemorate k : Hjstory may wel
l record that the 
skill then. ,. :Central America Week (Feb. 22- · · most significant
 thing about the 
Mark G. Zinfon 
UNH Kari-Van 
Student Driver 
Burton and from movies like "Pla-
. toon," the more likely we will have 
more Vietnams.' · . 
I often· wonder if we might sooner ) 
. f.1nd our salvation if ROTCand 
military service were mandatory · 
for all: men and women. My expe-
rience in the- military sure as hell 
· made me a different kind of voter 
and I think a better human being. 
Your FOCUS on diversity is the 
other side of that story. . 1 · 
You published a superb paper · 
, Friday. Congratulations~ 
Don Harley 
·Weber 
To the Editor: 
Twice Professor James W~ber 
has made response to the cri1icisms 
' against his appearance ~fl·cqmme_r-
cials for the Coalition for Reliable 
Energy. However, both times he 
has qiissed the point. As one of the 
original persons issuing a com-
plaint, I shall for the last time try 
to. set this matter straight. I hope 
that readers of this letter will bear 
with the simplistic language, for 
it is perhaps the only way Professor 
Weber will understand. 
In short, I do not care what 
Professor Weber's personal feelings 
are towards nuclear -power and 
Seabrook; that is not the issue 
( contrary to what Professor Weber 
must think in light of his response.) 
The issue is that he has used his 
position as a professor and this 
univeristy's name to command 
power over a vulnerable public. 
Professor~ ~be_r' s person~! feelings 
_Continued a.__.ri__page 16 
'gie .~ ~~ps~ 
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28) and increase citizen awareness · · Vietnam war was that many Amer-
;of this region's social ·and economic . icans like Wayne Burton and the 
;1challenges. We are especially con- · makers of the movie
 "Platoon" 
lceroed with the
1 contra war against were, for the first time, granted the 
Nicaragua and the _civil _war in El awful "privilege" to tell the truth :Advert1sfng-A
uocf8i9i StEiphirli0NOILon . 
Salvador. We invite the community about war: War makes both devils Chris Germain




;.-o the hctttor: 
Regarding: Cakon R. Cole's 
letter to the editor Tuesday, Feb-
. . uary 17, 1987. 
,Mr. Cole-I have just finished 
reading your letter to the editor 
concerning the new Kari-Van buses. 
As a driver for Kari-Van I am 
angered oy your letter. You_r accu-
sations and deductions of the buses' 
' condition are far from being just.-
First of_,all it is obvious that you 
1ave no experience-driving any-
hing close -to the size of a bus. 
;ec0nd, Kari-Van drivers· do ex- . 
ercise "a l~ttle more care", in fact ' 
we exercise more ·care than most ' 
drivers on the road:Driving a Kari- • 
Van bus wi_th one or forty ·pas_:_: 
~ .Joseph Nelson 
, to support us during this fast by . and victims of liS all. Not just the Paul Ratcliffe
 Bill Tollenger 
joining in discussions at the COCA · enemy, not just the casualties, but Ant Busines
s Mgr. .Jennifer White 
: MUB tables on Tuesday and Wed- ALL OF US. -~f;;~,=~~n
~gr. :~y~•~~:f!'neJ:r 
, nesday, attending _!:he Tuesday ' The military attracts those ) 'Tracy Parker
 Loreen Costello . 
COCA meeting, "A slide show of among us who believe that war is . •::~:=e~
~r --'-~bt:C~coran -
El Salvador,'.' by Kristy Markey' at noble: it attracts those among us . iCopy Reader
s , Ronit Larone 
6:00 p.m., making pledges and who enjoy killing. Those of us who · -~~~~nl--fi~~i~hy
 -;;:ui~~hoA~illstant 
. donations and other activities to have served have seen that there ,Lisa Sinatra 
Joanne Marino 
1 be announced. Money raised from is no shortage ·of Americans who 'Marianne St
een Staff Reporters 
: the fast will be sent to the organ- fit both desGriptions. There are !~!~: J~!t~~lay tr;~rt::i~a
nder 
• izations "Witness for Peace" and ; Olivers Norths and "Rambos" ,Bryan Alexa
nder Frank Moore 
; "The American Friends Service galore. 1News Brief 
Edltpr Reporters 
· C · " S · · -Roger Brisson
 Bryan Alexander 
ommtttee. ome cu1zens are I, too, hate war: I, too, hate the• Graphic• Mana
gers ·Joanne Bourbeau-
fasting the entire week and others military: I, too, want both to end. !Debbie Bellav
ance Dayna Bradfield 
will be )
0 bining them as the week ' But 'I ask: so long as we have the -Marjorie Otterson 
Kelly Briggette 
1Graphlc Assistants Roger Brisson 
progresses. These citizens who are . military, do we want it reserved for ;carrie Bounds
 Steve Ciarametaro 
fasting are joining many others those who love it? The more that iCarolyn Eastm
an Cara Connors 
h · d l 
· !Nancy Fitzgerald Elizabeth Cote 




Paulina McC. Collins 
Kristy MarRey 
'Frank Moore 
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a nonviolent effort to .stop the · : the less likely wi'll we be to hear · l~!t~:~i:ti~~fie
ld · ~i~~ ~~~!~an 
contra war al?ainst Nicaragua.:..:._ . . the .trutb_fro_rn _people _like WaJE.e. --::.ll--••------llll!l!ll■.-... 1111111111 .
.. ■.--IJ!ll--~--ll![III--_. 
,,, 




··  . to escalate war -By Rick Kohn 
r fascist activities rn Central America. radically increase aid ( total of 1 b'illion dollars· 
What about the rest of Central America, remember including em~rgency funds to a region the size o.f 
I Salvador, Guatemala,, Honduras ... ? According New ~ngland). Now that we oppose it by a 3: 1 
o human rights organizations cited in The Nation, margrn, Congress-lead by Democrats-asks 
' :•=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=•:•=·=·=·=·=·=•:•=•:•=·=· he US military has recently been exposed for Reagan for more weapons, torture, etc. 
orturing civilians in El Salvador. Th~ New York l talked to Gary Hart, the Democratic front-runner 
imes re orted in 1983 that the U · in th_e nice for president, and recent author of 
a book about the need to dump 
ventional war armament so 
: I asked him about making 
.. · ,,§.O that an alternative 
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1,::#1 ·••i:•:•::::c,:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:• ;-~~11r:;;;: 
contra aid. Since Congres ,=,= :::::::::nr:::z::rF&/fflttt:m::tttt::tr r:::::r:w::::::,t%f::t:=mrn:::::=:rtt' rn=:=:,:,:,:::::::,=,:::::::::::::,:,:,:,=,=,:::::::,=::::::,=,=,=,========= il:f PlU¢ nt rn cl ud mg the 
approved military aid to t .•.··=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·'·'''·''' ftttfWJ??IHrn:r:::tf:\I'trm:nrn:rn::rr; ,,:::=::::;:,:,:::::,:,::;,:,:::::::::,:::,:,:,:,:,:::;:; \!flfg}b,;eak the chains 
a Reagan veto of the latest bill will c :~m~mr:::rrnrnmmzmirrn@l@TP?i:!:V%Pltt=:rnt:tttt:!=M\tmWt: =·· ·:;;··]t,§Jican-Democratic 
That way the Democrats can vote against lW?:ITII?CmlJt1%Pt:ttWlmmmrnrmt:tMtWrnHtM ar revolution to 
the contras and relieve public pressure; but they , ' t :::::=:;::::s:,,rirn:::rnrnmrn=rn: ,=::::::,:::::::,:,:,:,:,:::~~,.~~ .not-talked-,about 
do not have to stop the now ot weapons . .A.t the the N 
~~me time they can suggest more military aid for / we opp ''ti'tt{tl?tt:::rrttt=::::=tt'::t:t:::t::=tt:=:t:t:tt mmmnmm@ ;;117\ltlrtt@flif ember of COCA 
Behind the Masks ~tyMarkej; 
The dirty, yellow sun slowly sets behind the 
mountainssurrounding San Salvador, c~pital of 
El Salvador. Between the buildings lining the streets, 
an ev.ening breeze churns up clouds of dust, whipping 
sand and pebble down block after block. 
Every intersection is blocked by honking cars, 
buses and pedestrians struggling to get somewhere 
else before the nightfall. On all roads leading to 
the city, peasants walk with wooden bowls perched 
on their heads. Others push wooden carts filled 
with unsold bananas, papayas, oranges or other 
Central American fruits and vegetables· left over 
from thei_r day at the market place. A bus .roars 
down Royal St. near the central plaza, tittering 
ar:id rocking madly while-in.ore than 50 pasengers 
cling -to the sides and the rooftop, barely visible 
through the blue smoke engulfing them. The smelf 
of burning oil lingers in its track. 
South street leads to one of the many shack-filled 
ravines within the city. Along the street a woman 
walks with three children to her home, a one room 
hut made of wood and tin, situated in a ravine a, 
hundred feet below the road. She carries one ch,ild , 
in her right arm and pushes a cart with the other. 
The two older children, no taller than the sides 
of ,the cart, grasp the wooden,..handle and help their 
mother. In the shadow of a building nearby, a ~oldier 
dressed in fatigues watches intently as she walks 
by. He leans forward on his rifle and calls out softly 
to her. 
"Hey, chiquitta, come here." 
She ignores him, gripping the cart handle tighter. 
Two more soldiers walk out the door 'behind him 
to see what entertainment their friend has found. 
One of them smacks the ground with his rifle butt 
and she jumps at tpe sound. The soldiers laugh 
loudly- and saunter back into the building. 
As the city shadows grow longer and fade into 
twilight, the air becomes still again. , 
The Lutheran refugee camp, 15 miles north of 
San Salvador on the Pan Am{;rican highway, is 
buzzing with exc_itement as 'a U.S. student delegation 
wanders thr6ugh the grounds . I am one of 16 students 
frantically taking pictures of the people as they 
tell their stories. . 
- "I have been here six months," says an old woman 
named Rosa, as she hangs up a colorful cotton dre$S 
on a rope strung between two wooden posts in the 
compound. "I had to leave my home in San Miguel 
, because the army was bombin.g the countryside and 
-- - :•:•i:•:•:•:•:•:,:,:,:•:•:•:,:•:,:,:·:•: ' 
· killi':1-g all the vi!lager embassy, we pass 
look~ng for guenllas. T indow, monitoring 
survived. We wal~ed for_e1,, .· h the gate. He leans 
or water. ~any children d1_ed. .:i phone. "Kill a commie 
Rosa wiped one eye with the == · 
and crossed ~er a:rms, stari~g at .· 7 at 10:00 a.m., 50,000 
looked up agam, a stern look m her eyes. \\;.:.,. . :. · streets of San Salvador 
"Our shoes got stuck in puddles and we ... ' ·?· ion to the civil war. It 
walk without _shoes. Ou't feet were bruised and b ·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·,=·=-·=·=·=·=·= ..... J:ij,larch since the· military 
whirs_ unseen. Gunfue erupts sporadically from yards away. Marchers ignore the vendors selling 
the hills nearby. The sound Hackles through the so_da on the sidewalks since some of them work 
a~r, i':1-t~rurted by another so_und. Pfft ... bo<?m! Mortar for the government and have poisoned the drinks. 
fire_ JOtns the ran~s of noises as the n1g~1tly war At 1 :00 p.m. the march arrives at the national 
beg~!'ls. It lasts until dawn, when the sun nses once palace. Many do not stay for the rally; large groups 
. agam.. . . branch off down side roads before reaching the 
Deep rns1de the U.S. embassy, surrounded by · palace, glancing nervously over their shoulders. 
a four-foot wall of concrete and a troup of marines, The power and strength of the march dwindles 
our _delegation meets with David Becker, political quickly as the crowd' disperses. At 1:30 there are 
ad~1sor. _ . . . . no more than 5,000 people left-in the plaza. No 
W~~n the U.S. ar.nved 1_n El Salvador m_ 19~0, longer buoyed by numbers, the cheers are less certain 
the ~rnli_tary w:;i.s p~>0rly tra1~ed, poorly equipped, and aggresive. Barely visible through the windows ' 
Jackmg m leadership and basICally out of control," of the national palace, uniformed soldiers watch 
says Becker. "Now they are highly trained and the crowd below. 
efficient in tracking down guerillas -and guerilla By 2:00 the plaza is empty. The march and the 
base _camps_. There are class_es ta~&~t on what is rally are over. the city resumes its normal activity. 
~n appropriate target, what 1s a Civdian and what It is as if the demonstration never took place. A 
1s not, and _how to con~uct ~n arrest." . man who had been cheering on the march as it pa~sed 
Bec~e~ lists the accomphsh~e~ts ma?e ~•th the looks passive and bored as he slowly chants out 
two b1ll10n _dollars of U.~. md1ta_ry aid given to his selling song, holding out T-shirts for the crowd 
El Salvador smc~ 1980. We hsten_pohtely and \Yonder pushing through the streets. He is blank-faced, 
how we can clauI? that the war 1s almost ~on 'Yhen silent in a society where dissenting opinions are 
the popular guerilla movement Farabupd1 National met with death. 
Liberation Front has maintained control over a 
third of the country for over seven years. Kristy Marky is a member of COC1 
-1! · ''•-..i 
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IT'S TIME TO 
GET SERIOUS / 
ABOUT CAREER PLANNING· 
►- ~re y~u a se1~io~· busi1~ess rm~jor ':ho is interested in pursuing a career 
m computer mformat10n systems? _ ·· 
► Did you know.that Bentley-College is introducing an intensiveone-
year Master of Science in Computer Information Systems next fall? 
► Are Y,~U int~r~ste<l i~1 being one_ of forty students who will enter this 
· selective, lugh-quahty program? . 
Representatives from the 
Bentley College Graduate Schoof 
vvill visit the University of Nevv Hampshire on Thursday, Feb. 26, 1987 
Memorial Union, Hillsboro-Sullivan Room; 7:,00 p.m. 
If you are interested in attending a graduate progra111 which features 2--1 fol-l -
time facultv member~, -a wide arrav of electives and outstanding facilities, ., . . . \ 
talk with our representatives or call Bentley College at 891-2111. 
MEETING-
TUESDAY, -FEB. 24, 7 P.M. 
C-ARROLL RM., Mus· 
FOR ALL N .EW 'AND · OED 
MEMBERS 
REFRESHMENTS WILL SE SERVED· 
FOR MORE-INFORMATION CALL ,38-23-:-· 
z . 
O · -
. ~ . ... . . . 
' •• • ' ,S '- ; 
. ~ .. ,·-.. . 
·. ·, . . . -~ 
- - -
'•.:,,, 
tion ' · 
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TBS Closing Leaves a Blank Space 
A scene from last year's TBS production of /.rn 't It 
Romantic. ( Andre~ Edgar ph<>to) 
, -
By Jim Carroll 
Theater by rhe Sea (TBS) 
closed down about two weeks 
ag<>, Feb . IO to be e.xacr-. One, 
rpighr ask why I feel it necessary 
to write -anything now, the 
whole thing is over and old dews 
by now. Be rhar as it may, ir 
really is a shame that the theater 
is closed. I was looking forward 
to seei.ng Siz wc: Bah zi on ;,ar_- . 
urday Feb. I 4, but unfortunately. 
it wt1s canceled. 
More importantly though, I 
w~l's looking forward to seeing 
more plays there. TBS is a very 
comfortable place to see a play. 
. No matter how far back in the 
·. audience one might be, the stage 
is seemingly very close and every 
.word~can be. heard clearly. The 
stage feels as if it is part of the 
audience, and the actors too. It 
is really a shame that they are 
closed. 
The theater closed because -
they didn't have enough money. 
Since early last summer TBS had 
been frantically . trying_ to solicit 
money from the public. As of 
Jan . 2'5 they had set themselves 
the goal of having to raise 
$90,000 worth of contr'ibutions, 
'but for the lasi:--four weeks of 
the fund drive almost no new 
money had been raised. The 
bo~rd of trustees finally voted 
to. close the theater when it 
became evident that they would 
nor be able to meet the next 
week's payroll. · · 
~· Though community support 
was grea r, i r was not good 
enough. More than $255,000 
had been raised since the fund · 
drive began. . 
In an effort t(> draw more 
support from the community, 
P6rtsmouth Mayor Mary Kee-
nan made a statement to the 
people who "don't give- a hoot 
abt>ut theater" ata press con-
ference at TBS last month. 
She said,"Whether or not 
they know it, if they own prop~ 
erty in Portsmouth the theater 
has added to .the property's 
value." 
TBS was ,cetainly a very val-
uable theater. Ir provided very 
good professional quality plays 
to the Seacoast area, drawing 
subscribers and single ticket 
customers" from as. far away as 
Mairie and Massae,:husetts. Past 
productions have incl~ded Eq-
uus, Rom.ea and Juliet, a very 
funny play by Wendy Wasser- -
stein called Isn't It Romantic, 
and most recently a production 
of Joe Egf<, written by Peter 
·Nichpls. ' 
The up coming _P,~oduction 
of Athol Fugard's Sizwe Banzi · 
was canceled, and th·e theater 
is now in the process of trying 
to refund money. Sii we Banzi 
- w~1s go.ing to be part of the third 
annual Portsmouth Black Her-
itag~ Festival. · · 
THS wiH be missed. It is not 
y:et appa.rent what will be done · 
with the building. Hopefully _ 
another theater company will 
_scoop it up. Another thea-ter 
company with the ability to do 
as good a job as TBS did and with 
the f~mds to ·keep it open. 
Ghost of Cain . 
and Tomorrow 
Nc:tr Model Ar111_J1 The Ghost of Cai11 carries the 
The Ghost of Cain spirit of early Alarm and Who 
and in fact also carries the Who's 
Capitol Record.r producer of niany year's, Glyn · 
By Arthur Lizie ·.Johns.The band is mad and they 
New Model Army seems are going to tell you. Oddly, the 
really mean. They sing mean, band conveys a sense of joy in 
they play mean, llhey look mean, their disarmament of conven-
they probably even eat mean. tionarsociety. . 
They are angry young men who The music is that of a darker 
have seen fit to take guitar and Alarm: growling, howling, an-
pen in hand and blast through tnemic vocals, coupled with 
the utter absurdity of compla- wailing, pleasingly ,pretentious 
cency. They are mean, but they guitars , and a constant, steady_ 
are also very good. rh thm s~ction. It is quite easy 
to imagine that these guys woul~ 
make videos with ·giant fans 
blowing their h_air to emphas.ize 
the drama in their music. 
This power trio is very ugly. 
The poetic wisdom 'of a thou-
, sand ages might nor be able to 
fathom the grnup's collective 
unattractiveness. It is quite 
appealing,though, because it fits 
in so well :with their music. It Hugh Masekefa tion. This stuff would be heaven 
also fits _the image of a band to dance to in a live setting. The tomorrow 
"banned in America." New visa vocals cut a fragrant melody 
.laws allow the denial of work Warner _Brother.r - over ha!"monic r_hythm patterns 
visas to musicians who offer -no By Arthur Lizie set to keyboards and drums. This 
redeeming artistic qualities. Tornorrou', the latest album is a breath of life swept across' 
These guys were turned down from Hugn Ma,sekela, is a jt>yous the bleak world of popular dance 
for work permits. Whoever said union of African and jazz music. 
that the ·us Government had grooves. There is an inexpli- The best of the eig,ht s~>ngs 
good taste in music? cable feeling of warmth which are "Bring Him Back Home," 
"51 st State" is both the al- transcends the cold, black vinyl a hook filled fluglehorn-led 
bum's best song and first single . . and breathes life into a dull celebration of the eternal inner 
It rails on about Thatcher and room. Tornormu' is fun. fr'eedom of japed African Na-·. 
the· British government selling Ar the san~e time, there is an · tional Congress leader Nelson 
their country's soul to the· evil omnipresent feeling of sadness, · Mandela, and "Ke Buie," a 
empir~, the Un,ited Stat.es. It has captivity, and restriction. There festive treatise on the si1nple 
a si-nfully catchy chorus and in is a feeling of unity with the · subject of goathereing. 
places actually shows some captive African nation, with die · The only track which is a let · 
·subtlety. . 1 joy of the Zulus, and th_e struggle ~down is "Something For No-
The rest of the album's other against apartheid. Still, in spite thing," which is too poppy to 
nine song~ all run along at · of this feeling, trn11orrou· is fun. fit in with the other .material. 
roughly the same p~ce, but they · Aside from the leader Masek- -There seems a good ch'.'mce that ·· 
are all quite.enjoyable. The thing ela on · vocals, trumpet and this track could turn up being · 
which distinguishes them the sizzling fluglehorn, the LP played on sorne FM sta-tion that · 
most is they are indistinguisha- features the talents of guitarist purports themselves to be "mag-
ble from one another: , ,chey Kalahari, a well known African ic." 
constitute a large Ghunk of noise. musician. Masekela had a hand · Hugh Masekela's album is a 
· ': . The Ghost of Cq.in is a safe iri writing rnost of the tunes. celebr.;1tion of life that shouldn't 
bet for anyoqe wi th a: bit of while Tim Daly. a henchman be missed. If future life on earth 
activism in the.if bl<>,od. All rally of Eurythmic Dave Stewart. is as. r~warding as tornormu·. 
around· the fl~rg a~d join in a frequently contributes vocals. . then it 1s more than worth the . 
lofty chorus w',ith New Model · The music, quire si ,mply, is trouble tu greet· the new dawn ,. 
Arn'-iy: · "" '·. - ·· '~ '· "'"'"-"·, • aFHlnf,r'ivotmrs· dance·.:<:e·lehra~ ·:. ··,each ,day-:.·, ·.-, -
---
' I 
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messages there.was: Thank you for m,any people, Ned Woo1y included, At the. entrance to Forest Park were disco_uragect trom subinittmg 
caring. The next time on the wall have no idea ofrh~ p~n:king situation there is a large '1(hite sign warning the same theme, but so were we. 
where there had originally been one there. At UNH; as m'ost know, · of towing, there is even a picture We asked for some direction from 
message· were at least 'a dozen, people who want to park on campus of a tow truck towing a car on it. Mary (Faucher}, and we got it. Did 
for Seabrook are not the same as _; varyin.g ~rom thin~s . like. ~ do the. are ob.liged to buy one of several I hope _MC.Woody that now you any()ne .fr o111- Ma·rstQO even go so 
the University's view_s -~·nd·'thei,:¢- ... ;~/ am_e t.ht.ng. I _d,ont kn<Jw _.kow to . types 9 f,permits .. These p~rmits · ·un,derstand that someone. had to fa·r as to ·pitk up_ a proposal appli-
fore, he should in nor way ·connect _. rtop. Or. twas ~he, sa~e w,ay bu~- ·. allow one to park anywhere in .the make a choice - "your poqr in,no-. cation ?' h:fd n't .rbin~ so, .because 
himeslf with the University .of New I got better. It d1dn t really matter permit'~ designated area. Note the , cent Ford" or their own car. You when I went into rhe office in 
HamNhirein the commericals, what the words acually were, the operative word "anywhere." In live in a mini dorm, you must have Babcock th~ day before the prop-
Deanna E. Wendell messages w~re the same. Women Forest Park_ the price of parking passed through Forest Park before osals were due, I was told that no 
wen:~· reaching out for help, and is included in the rent. Even if you on your way to classes, didn't you one else had come in to pick one 
- · women were reaching back, re- do not have a car:, you still pay.-Each ever no5ice any of the signs? If you .. up. · ,,., 
· sponding,supporting,caring.ltwas .apartment is .assigned one space, are that blind then maybe you Too,I'mtoldthatwhenthevwere 
communication, anonymous_, but which is not necessarily the one · 'should not be driving. told . thati -they were losing their 
communication at its finest. _ closest to your home: This one space house, ' some of i he residents of 
To the Editor: I no longer dreaded the stall. l '- is the only _place on campus where Kate Iacovelli Marston Hous·e threw a temper 
One day last semester I found .it · was heartened by the fact that such '. you are allowed to park. Anywhere tantrum th<!-t closely resembled that 
necessary to enter the. women· s a support network could be formed · else on can:ipus we are fair game _ C'o'• 
1 
~U111 '. r, of a child when a toy ha~ been taken 
: bathroom on the bottom floor of on the bathroom wall. But one day . for t icketing .and towing just· as .r • i 1 .I.I away . A petition in protest was 
the .Memorial Union Building at ·a.ll the graffiti was gone. It seems everyone else. started and failed miserably; less 
the end of power alley. J nside the silly that one could be so deva,_stated _Now when we come home from To the Editor: - th.an half of the residents signed . 
small two stall bathroom, I opted · because someone erased graffiti in . work, shopping, etc., to find another. I'd like to take this opportunity it. That does not show much for 
for the right hand stall, once i-n (he a bathroom stall, but I was. I realize car parked in our parking space, . to respond to .the Forum article by unity or a burning desire to remain 
stall l was immediately assaulted that the writing was more than we get angry. We have caus.e to, our Paho Brooks that appeared on page in M·arston. 
by the usual graffiti on the tiled wall likely washed off by the janitorial options are to 1 )"Park along the - thirteen 9n Febr_y ary 20th. I'm Mr: Brooks was truly correct, 
to my left. But it wasn't the usual personnel doing their job, butl wish sidewalk in Phase One and risk enraged. Watch out, here goes: , their apathetic attinide did indeed 
graffiti. As I read I found that the · it could have been avoided. If they ticketing and tow-ing because we I live in Woodruff House an~ cost them their dorm. It is too bad 
messages on the wall a:ll pertained could have only __ understood how are parked. in a firela.i;ie; 2.)Park in plan. on returning next year. I am that .Mr. Brooks has. to strike out 
to eating disprders whjch plague vital that particular form of graffiti a neighbor's space and hope they not a "Pinko environmentalist" nor at others who are trying to make 
the women of our society. There was to women in need, and left it recognize our car before having it am I "a radical feminist from hell." . the best out of a bad situation. Mr. 
weren't that ma:ny at the time. The intact. How.'rriany more women ticketed and towed; 3 )Park in one I am one who is concerned about Brooks, when it .comes own to the 
original message was one that I might have found hope, help, and of the designated visitors ' ~_paces, both the social environment and bottom line, is jealous. He resents 
cannot reproduce accurately but encouragement in those scribbled but they are usually fu.ll of commu- the physical environment- I dislike the .fact that the residents of 
which ·went somet_hing like this: words·? It is discouraging that these . ters' cars; or 4)Have the car,- towed. prejudice and hate to see litter ~nd Woodruff, Sackett, Eaton, and Hall 
.Help. Everyday I come in here after women were not able to seek help · This is a no win situation. overfull dumpsters. I personally Houses all have the option of 
lunch and make myself throw up. more openly, that they fe"lt alone, Many of us do not want to have am not into peace marches, but I- returning (please cJ.llow me .to point 
I want to stop. Where do I go? and unique in their problem, but . · people toVL.ed . . Espeeially since feelthatpeoplewhoarehavearight outherethatthei:-esidentsofSackett 
. .Initially I was sickened a.nd from ; I can u·pderstand their fears and Smitty has a habit of damaging cars. to do so if they 'wish. The theme and Woodruff s'till have to survive 
then on a-voided that particular stall. hesitations. Perliaps for now it must Also, the idea of Smitty benefitting that we here _at Woodruff have the lottery). 
A few days later I had no choice but be bathroom walls, but maybe such · does not thrill us. The policy used developed is a wholistic approach. . In my opinion, Marston got what 
to use the stall. Next to this plea : women will survive to reach out to ticket without towin,g, but some- I believe that Mr. Brooks is rather · it deserved. 
for help on the bathroom. wall was openly, not only to.get help, but time back it was decided that the · "green with envy" so to speak. We Sherri L. White 
a message in another color, another to give help.' · point' was not being mg1de. The did something about th.e lousy ·,, -Woodruff Hou~~-
Continued from page 12 
Disorders 





Youare notalone.Helpisavailable. with towing. into by Resi-Life. So did_Sa.ckett 1' Writ·e .' 'e· t·te., ... 'S ,._, 
Down the hall from , here is the P. .I_• Another option we have come House. (Does the rating of their · .14 i ~ 
Women's Center, t/Jey will be able cJr.ffJDg up with is to park behind the • volleyball team really equate to their 
to give you information and-ref- , offending car and block it in. amount. of physical aw.areness?) to your errals on where to·get help. Or you To the Editor: tJnfortunately, last year the owner Where was a proposal from Mr. 
can go to Hood House and speak : of a blocked car dec_ided to have his ;J}rooks and his group Ofl January , 
· - to someone there. We care. -Nearby As_ ~ho~n by t_he amount of revenge and put a huge dent in mf 1 30 when they were due at the Area : newspaper 
inthe same ~!.Ltl.o,g ~ -~-e fjrs_~ ~ J~31r~rng v_~olators tn _Forest Park, _p.eighbor:s car: _ -•--··- . -_III.__o._!f}ce i~_~a~cock? __ §_~re~t!_l_~X .. -. i·~········ ...................... ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• .• . - , . , , . 
l Pidyou know... , : 
• . . . I ~~~ • . ; . ,, l Gary T~ude_au and Berke Breathed both started ____ : 
_ ·l ou,t as cartoonists for their college newspapers? ! 
·•· . .• _......,..__ ........ ~ . 
:.( ~- : l H tl1ere ~r~ any aspiriflg cattoorii,sts Out then~, ))_...___t . < Jftt : 
!• ; we'd like to knoW! ·: 
. :. \ / ' !. , . • 
1• ·: ,, / • 
i. \ f) • 
. : 1 -1 . V , . . . l 
1
:: Th.e New .. H_am_· p· shire.·· : -~ . ,.:. ' . ·Roo~ 151, MUB l 
·is now takfog appli<::atiorts 
· · for cattoOniSts .. 
·.' 
·• ·•· ·•: ·.,. •.. 
l _. ,: .·· •. , 
_: ~ . . . . ·. . . ·.·. .. . . . . . . . : . i ... ·.·. ' . .. • : ' : .· ································-··~···-···~~-·~/:. { . . ' . . . . ,• . . . . -- . ' . . I. 
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-MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM / 
SHOE 
C1987 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
AIIRlghlsResarved 
VtH>M.'! 1Hfl2£J S'OA\~Tf4•NG 
HAtD 1NS10£ MY Ufu~u.y ~OFT, 
(M()(OC.AT£-COVEl2EO, BA~D 
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· by Jeff MacNel/y 
CONFEff·· 
ulAN'f'O TO l:>llAW 
T.,,,/fM/ ,o l~ 
COASTAL iM12EAT 
OJ/flt,/£ . 
Y t'Af#Wl WEI#· 
'(Z. MOTI-IE .. . . 
by Berke B~e~thed 
-,"' 
i · .. 
I. 
· When you're four 
years old, you've 
got nJQre important 
things to do than 
vvorry . about liv_ing 
tq be five. 
You've -got pictures to 
draw. Balls to catch. Castles 
. to build. 
And, if"·you're like Peggy, 
you've. got time for it all. fi;yen 
if you were born with a defec-
tive heart valve. E::ven if you 
. -. did spend the first two years 
of your life in a hospital bed . 
. , Even if no one thought you'd 
make it to kindergarten. ,; 
Why? Because Peggy had a 
few million people on her . 
. side. Scientists and physi-
cians all over the country · 
who've dedicated their lives 
to fighting heart disease~ 
the nation's number one kil-
ler-and who have continued 
through the· years to find t-he 
solutions we need to beat it. 
Without research, thousands 
of lives would have ended too 
soon. ~~ 
And 4-year-olds like Peggy 
would be playing like ther~'s 
no tomo;row. ·- · 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR . 









' 'Cat Eye' · 
USE.D BIKE SALE · 
Trade-Ins Accepted 
Repairs and Service For 
_All Makes 




19 Jenkins ·Court"'· · 
868-5634 Durham. N.H~;. 
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CLASSIFIED. 
Danny Devito· and BettP Midler111 "Ruthless 
People''Thursday night In the Strafford 
~oom at 7 an~ 9::30 _p m. 
Dear Beth-We goof studs who are seniors 
are allowed to do recreational type activities 
such as skating. peppermintstick hot fudge 
sundaes with no cherry Affectionately. 
rour driver 
Saying "no" encompasses more than sex. 
You can say "No:" to th e drinks and/or 
drug's being otte_red at a party. the right , 
!_9 sc)y "no : is j~~1. that . a right Use ill . 
To Alpha X1 Delta-You ·re great We're 
psyched to be pledges and look torewa rd 
to the rest ot the semester:Thank you Alplia 
~i Delta pledges 
!::_ynne Get my mv. tur~ey p~e and a beer. 
Tomorrow 1s the nigt1t to RUSH THE BEST 
T,he~I Chi Little Sisters. February 25. from 
~~ 1 0 pm 37 Madbury Roa_<!_ 
Search ing tor Housing·, We ca n help. Stop 
by the Communter/Transter Center Room 
136 MUB. 
Keith -Whats new. weenie brain? How s 
everything In your corrier of the world? I'd 
love to go to a show and then to Top ot the 
Hub with you this summer. several times111 11 
we·11 have to start planning all our activities 
th a t we want to get accomplished this 




HALL HOUSE·NEEDS you.·oo YOU LIKE 
CAMPING. HIKl,NG. BIKING. CREW OR 
WHATEVER???? COME CHECK US OUTIII 
WE HAVE A GREAT ATMOSPHERE AND 
LO VELY PEOPLE WHO MAKE A CON -
SCIOUS EFFORT TO PROVIDE THAT 
GREAT ATMOSPHERE. WE WANT PEO -
PLE TO MOVE IN 'WHO FEEL THEY_ 
WOULD HELP US AND OUR THEME . 
COME CHE CK US OUT OR CALL 862-
4426 or 4427 AND ANYONE WILL BE ' 
WILLING TO GIVE YOU INFO. 
~i Kev1n -Love _Lyena1111111111q1111i'l11111111111111!111!1111!11 
FUN IN FLORIDA -$5 00 -Really. the wee -
kend alter Spring Break you can go back 
to sunny Tampa . Florida . Five dollnrs gives 
you the opportunity to go to a great party 
in Area 1111 we·re having a Suitcase Party. 
and th e prize is the flight and housing to 
Tampa. as well as $100 spending money1 
For more int0rmation call any ot the Mini 
Dorm Resident Assistants or Mary Faucher 
11 86. or 4436 
G- You re still th e best. The only reason 
I beat you at backgammon 1s because you 
~ere naked. I was laughin<L__ 
Bea st1 e Boy - I have Brian Enos ''. Discreet 
Musi c" Do you? The Graphic High Pries-
tess 
Yong11111 I miss partying with you1 Keep up 
the "Mean and Lean" look. It looks great . 
on Y?u1 _~9~e Y~J?Ur Iii sis 
on Mex1co's Highest Volcanoes 
March 2nd at 7 P-1:1· 
·~~~~~ 
Atten·tion: DEADLINE to apply to. go on 
exchange to San Diego State University 
or the the University of Ca lifornia at Santa 
Cruz is MARCH 2111 Morn into at the Dean 
ot Stud ents Office .above Huddleston-o r 
call at 862-2050 
Dear "Mr. Row-tah ">We. want to thank you 
tor taking us in on that COLD winter's night. 
for the MTV and the BUD lightl Yet we .can't 
understand wri'y you would send Johnny 
out to do your dirty work . Wow. we tho1,Jght 
vve were l_igh!_I_G()I-S~S _ _ .. 
The blinding snow was beginning to have 
a dismal look as TNH couldn't produce 
on ottense. But t,hen without warning Peter 
"Kruncher" Katz came through with the 
interception on defense to change the 
momentum. No sooner did the ottense take 
over aga in TNH made it to the scoreboard. · 
Bigt1me OB Boz Bosworth went back and, 
even under the pressure ot an all out blitz. 
found his reciever. Diving back to make 
the catch was Rick K .. Ot course without 
the consistent defensive pressur from the 
Editor. none ot it would have been possible. 
From then on ther e was no where to go 
but up. The female line supplied the short 
pass whi!e the men went deep. P.K. kept 
up his good ·showing on defense with two 
more back breaking interceptions as did 
Rick with two more TO. receptions. TNH 
was to be victorious. Til next time. the girl · 
with the glasses . .... 
I 
IIIIAICH PAPERS 
· 16,278 to choose from -all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
Nliil sq"q:~~J;;~~~2 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322I.daho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 






FRESHMAN ORIENTATION '87 
PART-TIME in _MAY 
FULL-TIME in JUNE 
. . ) ' 
Terms: $4.25/hour+ Free Room in .June 
+ Free Meal Pass in June 
OR (Your Choice) 
$4.75/hour + Free Meal Pass in June 
,APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
in the 
D~an of Students Office 
. / 
2nd floor Huddleston Hall 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 4 
Scott -Well. Well. well. How·s lite going with 
the widow. you sly ace jet mes;hanic? Nice 
grease and oil stains on those pants bud. 
but I sti ll say the words would have looked 
good . Yow are a sweetie and don't ever 
_shange. Lov_e ya. N02 ·- . 
BOO - I must ·compliment you on your last 
letter . It was grea111 It sou nds like your 
romping in softball. I can't believe you are 
actually getting along with your coach. It's 
so out ot character. I'm stili waiting to hear· 
• your review ot my essay. I hope you· liked. 
I'd like to send a copy to the whale herself. 
Wouldn't that be a laugh 1 I' ll see ya this 
weekend and we'll do it up tor my BO .. See 
ya. Jo _ . __ _____ .. 
BROPH-That was a greai murder myste-ry. 
fancy you were the killer ~c hanging your 
. sex and everything). We 'd love to see some 
more N02 
ELLEN -(elrod)-What a beautiful widow you 
made. but you·re not supposed to laugh 
so much. It was tun watching. Good luck 
with all your school work and other things. 
.?_88 ya. By~: ~ove Ya. No_2 _ .. 
To the person who accidentally picked up 
my coat and leather gloves from Delta Chi 
on Thursday Feb. 19. I'l l really appreciate 
it it you would return my keys ( on the Bijoux 
key chain) that were in the pocket. No 
question asked. Please contact Elizabeth. 
868-3041 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••■nn■•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••~••• 
Matt R. 
Happy 22nd! 
We told you we'd get you! 
Gail and Bridget 
CA:ll1l?ENTRY 
%~=-ce 
Call c~~),,e 433-2214 ~venin s. 
If you have had. 
sexual intercourse 
against your will, 
you have been 
raped. 
1 ou·t of8 _wom-en on college 
campuses are victims of 
date rape. 
To learn more call 862-3554 and 
ask to hear tape #319 
rrAcquaintance Rapen. or 
tape #315 rrrve been raped what 
do I do?n 
or call 862-1212 and ask to 
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Gymnasts out~cored by URl . 
By Colleen Donahue . 
"It was a squeaker," said Gail 
Goodspeed, head coach for the 
UNH women's _gymnastics 
team, She was refer ring to the 
meet against the U ni:vers ity of 
Rhode Island and Yale U niver-
sity last Saturday. · 
Although the Wildcats man-
aged to take second place, with 
a total score of 173.15, URI 
outscored (' 'squeaked" by) them 
for the lead by two-tenths of a 
point, scoring a total 173 .4 5. 
Yale , in th ird place, scored a 
· 172.4. 
"It was a poor meet for all 
three reams ," Goodspeed said. 
"Basically all three teams are 
much better than their perfor-
marn;es showed." G oodspeed 
did note one possible explana-
tion for this, "The judging was 
very inconsistent...on every 
event." And although she isn't 
our to make excuses, she feels 
that, in term s of ranking indi-_ 
viduals, judging was rough, 
" ... and, I think, inaccurate," she 
confided. --
"We did real well on vault- ty Converse and Kathy Williams 
ing," Goodspeed said. "We were bo th hit their routines. Kim 
the top tea m : E v~ryone on Fuller, due to a hyper-extended 
. vaulting did as well as expected ." knee, had to change her mount 
As for bars, well, "Them were to one of lesse,r difficulty. This~ 
a few mistakes on b~rs," Goods- along with fa lls from other 
peed ccrncedes. "Patty Converse · gymnasts , cost UNH valuable 
(recently recov e red from a points on beam. 
broken finger) wasn't re a lly "If all three teams had a good 
ready. She wasn't in shape for · meet, in terms of cap_a bility-
a full bar routine." Converse ,"Goodspeed explains, "UNH 
•missed two of her handstands. would be first, Yale second and _ 
The floor exercise, according -'· URI third." -
to Goodspeed, r_ares abo~r equal This week Cornell University 
with the yea r 's performances will host the 'Cats Saturday at: 
so far. "In a couple of places," . 1 :00. Goodspeed is qptimistic 
Goodspeed said, "we got lower about the meet. " Cornell has 
scores _than I anticipated." Al- nor been a top, top team ... we 
though stepping out of bounds are the better ream," she said 
in her rout'ine, Denise Brackesy pensively. "Bur," she adds, "this 
was, perhaps underscored along week ';' e ' re going to rest and 
with Nancy Doherty. "But ," recover, hopefully to come on 
Goodspeed stressed, "they (the strong by March 7. Thar's when , 
judges) were tough on EVE- the gymnasts will face Nor -
RYBODY." theasrern for their last home 
"And then ... we bombed the meet. The meet will be dedicated 
beam,"· said a displeased Goods- to the two seniors on the team, 
peed. "Two people, though , co -captain Beth Raynor and 
n a i 1 e d t h e i r · r o u t i n es , · · · -Peggy Donovan. -
Goodspeed happily admits. Pat-
UVM upends girl's b-ball 
Wi ldcat Greg Boudreau-1ets an Eagle defender know that he's 
not welcome in a painful ~ay. The Eagles, ho~ever had the 
· last laugh, winning thejr second straight over the 'Cats. (Craig 
· By Rick Kampersal 
The UNH women's basket-
ball rounded out rhe-i r season 
Saturday night against Ver-
mon(, losing 77 -56. 
"We knew they were going 
to be tough competition," said 
·sophomore Kris Kinney. "We 
were outr_ebounded and they 
shot a lot better than us ." 
UNH' s offensive production 
has been incon~istent all year. 
One game they'd play great and 
everyone would be involved in 
the offense, then the next game 
Kinney would score 20 or more 
and the rest of the team would 
be uninvolved. It's almost like 
they've been two different 
teams. 
Simply put, the lack of offense 
lost the game for the women. 
They shot a measly 31 percent 
from the floor fo r the garrie and 
Kinney led all scorers with a 
casual 23 points. However, she, 
like the rest of her teammates 
struggled accu-racy-wise. Kinney 
only made nine of 27 shots, 
symbolic of the team's effort. 
Another year-long nemesis, 
the lack of rebounding, also hurt 
- the Wildcats. The Lady C~ta-
. mounts managed to haul in 49 
rebounds, w ith center Joann 
McKay ( 11) and forward Alison 
Mahan (10) bei ng the chief 
culprits. 
The Wildcats were never 
really in the game, as they trailed 
by 11 at the h a lf (43-32) and 
were outscored by ten in the 
second frame. 
The Wildcats ended with a 
14-11 overall record and a 9-5 
mark in the Seaboard Confer-
Parker photo) 
ence and riow are preparing for MEN'S HOCKEY' 
the Seaboard Conference tour- •' -------
nament which begins on March (continued from page 24) · -
4th. . . . _ . -
Definite focal points in Coach In the third period the two surgery today and miss the rest 
Kathy Sanborn's practices will teams settled for a scoreless of the year_. Horner is leading 
include defense and rebounding. battle, even-- though UNH had the team with 19 goals, nine on 
Their first opponent wilt' be a three power play opportunities. the power play. 
tough Northeastern team, In the game, BC easily killed the . After the Lowell game to-
whom the Wildcats will be five penalties they took, in- night, UNH will travel down-
facing for the t,hird time this eluded in those were two two- to Lowell on Saturday, then face 
season, the teams having split man advantages. The pow.er Northeastern on Tuesday. 
the previous games. play was missing gunner Steve Th~y'll wr~p it up at. home next 
"Coach Sanborn will have us Horner. who will have knee . Saturday against NU. 
-prepared for Carla," said Kin-
ney. Carla Singleton, the Hus-
kies ' versatile forward, has been 
a thorn in the 'Cats' sides all 
season. 
If the Wildcats win, they will 
play the winner of the BU-




The UNH men's and wom- slalom. In cross-country, Anne 
en's ski' teams had one of their Guerrero took fourteenth, t(?ps 
best outings of the year as they for UNH and co-captain Nancy 
competed at t:'lile Wilfoims Co\- Gus.rnfson p)acedl tenth iin tne 
leg:e lnviitattional last weekend. slalom. 
The men finis.hed third and the This week, sever,!i._l Wildcats 
women placed fifth in tthe fro_m both teams will compete 
competition. ' at the Eastern Champions.li1ips 
f'or the men,. Joe Miles rook at Middlebury CoHege in Ver-
sevemh place in the cross- -mom: this Weekend. A selen 
country race and Matt Found few skiers will participate in 
finished fourth in the slafom the NCAA champj onships 
evem. Found also tied for elev- March 4i -1 in Alaska .. f'or the 
I enth irr the giant sfalom. The men, Man Found, Joe Miles.,, 
Wildcat re fay team of Miles, Tim Miner,. Chris Kullm and R.J. 
Tim Miner and Steve Blood took Turner wiU go to Alasl!rn .. Goiing 
fiftth iin that race.. for the women are captains 
On the women's s.ide,, fresh- N ,a ncy GusuJson and Gndiy 
man Kriscen Spahr had a fine Pierce .. 
sixth place finish in the giant 
Women's 
• • swtmm1ng 
T he UNH women's swim -
m ing team finished fourth at 
Jits New England ch ampion-
ships over the weekend .. Several 
Wildcats had fin~ showings in 
the two-day event. 
UNH's. Mike Ross.e1tt i l~oks, for a.n ope·n.ing in th!e BC def'en.se during Saturday night's 7-
2: foss to the Ea.g,les . Ross.etti, sinc·e coming off' a wrist in.jury, bas. been consis.teot. (Craig 
On F'riday in one:--meter div-
, ing, Anne MHler broke a U:N[H 
record with her score of 3,87.45,, 
,g i.viing her fourth ~n _the meet .. 
1
s11le Ogden finished sixth in 11:he 
150 freestyle witth tea~ma1te JeQ 
8.ranon finis.bing right behind 
her in seventh . 
On Satu rday,, the young ·200 
freestyle rday team of Mary 
Beth Boch~!]iek. Sharon Jackson, 
Ogden and Branon won the 
event in ] :4d .84. P'am Birs.inger . 
won the , 100 breas tstroke in 
]. :07.89 and-set the school record i 
wi t h her firs t place rime of 
2:25.6,3 in the 200 breas.tstmke. 
T he 400 m e tte r rday team of 
Nancy Ki.tche n, 8-irsinge r ,. 
:Btooke H arris andi Bran on fin--
ished second. -
Parker photo) - -
... J ,J, .-; 
./ 
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Lady 'Cilts clobber Friars; Huskies next 
Providence netminder Sue Missey canrt qui°te get to the puck (just under the 'O' on her jersey), 
one of eight shots that the Wildcats connected on. (Craig Parker photo) 
Wrestlers going to NE's •••• 
By Paul Sweeney 
Where can you find a cheap, 
professional faith healer in this 
area when you need one? There 
aren't any listed in the Durham · 
phone book and you can bet the 
UNH wrestling team wishes 
there was. 
With the New England Cham-
pionships less than 'two weeks 
a,way, the Wildcats are minus 
three starting wrestlers who've 
been injured in action. The 
health of these wrestlers may 
well be the difference' between 
UNH winning the New Eng-
lands or finishing second like 
they b-ave so many times in the 
past. 
What coach Jim Urguhart is 
looking for is a quick healing 
· process. "Our biggest problem 
is whether we'll be taking the 
regular line-up with us to the 
New Englands,'" said Urguhart; 
on the uncertain status of his 
wrestlers. The major blow was 
the injury to heavyweight Con 
Madigan, who was an New 
England runner-up last season. 
Along with Madigan, the ab-
sence of Ted Curley and Sean 
Condon will also be felt by the 
Wildcats should they not rec-
over 1.n time. 
Urquhart went on co say that 
a few individuals like Paul 
Schwern and Mike Caracci stand 
a very good chance of capturing 
•••• As are 
'By Paul Sweene5' 
a New Engla,nd title . Should New England championship 
they do so, they will advance to would also be a boost for the 
the NCAA championships on wrestling program at UNH in 
March 19-2 1 at the University terms of recruiting. 
of Maryland. However, as a If things could only be as easy 
team without some top at the New Englands as. they 
w res tiers, U rguharr doubts were fr)r the grapplers this past 
UNH can improve on last year's weekend, they'd be all set. The 
second place finish behind Bos- Wildcats ·dominated a quad -
ton University. meet against Wagner, Fairleigh 
"For us .to win we're g<>ing Dickinson and Seton Hall at 
to have to wrestle the best we've Boston University. 
ever wrestled and also get some I Five UNH wrestlers won all · 
luck." said Urquhart on the three of their matches, including 
possibility of traveling ro _the Paul Schwern aG1d Mike Caracci. 
championships with some re- For Schwern, the victories gave 
serves iri starting roles. him 15 on the season, which 
Its not as if Urquhart has no breaks the UNH _single season 
faith in his s ubstitutes. He win mark set by Dave Yaie in 
be! ieves that this is -one of the 198 .7>-84 (3 2) . Caracci· s three 
more balanced teams he's had wins extend ·his winning ·streak 
in his seven years of coaching to 16 matches . Steve Russell 
at UNH. "This isn't the strong- ( 126), John Caramihalis ( 150) 
est team individually that I've and Chris Murtha ( 190) also 
ever had, but we're well- won every match they wrestled 
balanced. Some of our replace- over the weekend. 
ments are pretty decent which · The New Englands in New 
. hasn't been the case in the past." Britain, CT. on March 7-8 is the 
The back-ups haven't got the · nex t stop for the UNH wres-
experience ofthe others though. tling team. Urguhart sees BU 
and Central Grnnecticut, along 
No one would like to see the with UNH, as the top contend-
team win more than Urguhart. ers. If the three injured wrestlers 
"It would be sweet to win it," get healthy, a championship is 
he said .. 'Tve never won it as well within the grasp of the 
a coach and it would be a great 'Cats. Unfortunately, it js a big 
thrill for me as well as the "if" and the team must wait and 
team." Urquhart thinks . that a pray. 
14 fOr men's track 
the .7>5-pound weight which Dartmouth last weekend. As 
could create a unique situation. 'always, individuals shined as 
"There's a possibility he'll be UNH finished second behind 
a dual champion," said Bou- Dartmouth and ahead of UMass 
lang~r. "The weight events will with 39 points. 
be where we score strongest." McCabe -threw the shot 56 
By Julie Weekes· 
There's nothing stppping the 
UNH women's hockey team. 
The team continued an incred-
ible tear that they've been on 
by plowing over Providence, 8-
1 on Sunday at Snively. The 
Friar·s, who usually give the 
Wildcats a run for fheir money, . 
were completely de-energized 
by the UNH power station. 
At the start, it looked to be 
the typically tight UNH -
Providence match-up. Tension 
froze over the rink as the first 
period ended in a no-score 
situatidn. Wildcat coach Russ 
McCurdy was worried. "We 
have not been a good second 
period tea_m because we tend to 
give up a little." His lockerroom 
pep talk must have done some-
thing though. When the Wild-
cats emerged for the second · 
period, determination ,;ind 
hunger for a win had replaced 
the tension, 
Pam Manning added the first 
breath of life _ into the UNH 
attack with a shot that eluded 
Providence goalie Sue Missey. 
Andria Hunter handed out one 
of her three assists for the game 
on this goal. Following a long 
tradition associated with men's 
· hockey, a fish was hauled onto 
the ice after this first score. With . 
enthusiasm and encouragement 
from one of the larger Snively 
crowds the team has gotten this 
year, the Wildcats went wild. 
For the rest of the second 
period, the Andria Hunter Show 
was staged on the ice for the 
Wildcats. The freshman from · 
Canada started off by assisting 
on Cheryl Allwood's goal at 
7 :28. She then scored a pretty 
goal for herself a·nd assisted on 
Katie Stone's goal only seconds 
later. With rhat the Wildcats 
took a comfortable 4-0 lead into 
the second break. 
Stone struck again, unassist-
ed, just over a minute into the 
last period . Hunter continued 
to perform scoring her second 
goal _of the evening on a pa·ss 
from fellow freshman Heidi 
Chalupnik. Laura Prisco made 
the score 7-0 with assists from 
Joanie Heisey and Ellen Wein-
berg, and any doubts ·Providence 
had regarding the taleht of the 
pumped Wildcats were soon 
dispeled. 
Cathy N ar~iff held a near 
shut-out in goal , stopping the 
puck on all but one occasion. 
Providence's one goal occurred 
. in the third period on a power 
play. Narsiff went down and 
deflected the original shot, but 
the rebound was slapped in by 
Lady Friar Lori Marqtta at 9:28. 
Spurred on by her teafl)mates, 
Laura Prisco added one more 
for UNH with the · help of 
Cheryl Allwood to claim a 8-1 
victory. 
The Wildcat's win over Prov-
idence pushes their record to 
14-1-3 and ranks them first in 
the area with just one more 
· game remaining in the regular 
season. But that is not to say that 
Thursday's game against Nor-
theastern will be an ea·sy .one. 
UNH will go into the game 
already holding one tie, one win 
and one loss against the Hus-
kies. Coach Russ McCurdy main-
tains, "We're playing better 
than we have all season so we'll 
give them a good game." If the 
Wildcats can produce at Nor-
. theastern the way they did on 
Sunday, the Huskies, like Prov-
idenc~, rhay also be in for· a long 
day. The game is at Snively and 
should be a dandy. 
Though only I Ii members of 
the UNH men's track team are . 
headed to the New Englands 
this coming weekend at Bates 
College, it wi-ll be a team effort. 
Coach.Jim Boulanger believes 
that this meet, which only 
invites. those who qualified in 
their certain event, is still 
significant to UNH as a team. 
'Tm looking for our highest 
performance ever as a team," 
said Boulanger. .. After this meet 
we'll- concent-rate on individual 
performc1nces," but the New 
Englands are a gre<!t chance for 
UNH to make a name for their 
track skills. 
Greg Taylor and Dave Weis-ser feet, 9 i•nches 0 to win the event • · 
will join McCabe in the shot put . ·and his 59' 10 ·, /2" toss in tht 
circle for UNH as they gc.j 35-pound weight also took top 
The individu_al who may grab 
more glory past the New Eng-
landsj~_ fd.McCabe. Going into 
the New England nieec·: he is 
ranked -first in the shot put, and 
against the best in the region. honors. · 
Boulanger also expects that Other highlights included 
Darrel Cc.5vell, Alvin Ross, Mike Alvin Ross' victory in the dash 
Wellington and the two r~lay and Scott Kent's second place 
teams will contribute signifi~ _triple jump of 41' 4 1/2". 
cantly to the Wildcat team Weisser earned his spot at the 
score."My goal is to make the New Englands with his 50' IO 
t >p ten," said Boulanger. . 1/2" shot at Dartmouth a'nd ----------.....;----------i.."""-..;;.....;..,,;,,,.;,;,.,,;,;~..i.~;....--;.;...;..;;,;.;;;..;...;;;;;a 
"Hopes are that_ the kids who Covell set a school record in the 
qualified will all place in their • 1000 with a 2 minute, 28.23 . 
events." UNH will compete in second timing. 
a field of 29 at the New Eng- All eye~ are ~et or:i the New 
· lands. · Englands this weekend ·though. 
-1As ;a warm-up .to. this .wee- · It'll be a UNH team effort. 
kend, the tracksters were at 
UNH goalie Cathy Narsiff gets set to skate off the ice after 
her team's 8-1 thrashing of Pro_vi.dence. -Narsiff and her -
teammates have been bowling over-the opposition all season. 
They face Northeaster_n Thursday at Snively. (Craig Parker 
photo) 
• I 
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Sports 
Hoopsters edge UVM in Jinal home game 
UNH senior tri-captain Andy Johnston weaves his way through the Vermont defense in Sunday's 
exciting 66-64 win. Johnston also did some weaving last night against the Huskies. (Craig 
Parker hoto) ' 
BC winger K~n Hodge flicks a shot past UNH goalie Greg Rota during the Ea'gles' 7-2 win. 
The 'Cats will be looking to get back against Lowell tonight at ~nively. (Craig Parker photo) 
·Eagles have icemen's number 
By Chris Heisenberg 
The men's hockey _team' will 
face a crucial test tm1ight when 
they take on the Lowell Chiefs 
at Snively. This will begin the 
final four games in the season, 
with UNH still out of the 
playoff picture behind Nor- . 
theastern and Providence. 
';Against these two teams we 
can win four in a row,'.' Head 
Coach Bob. Kullen said. "But the 
key is the first game ( against 
Lowell)." 
UNH is coming off a 7-2 loss 
,to league leaders Boston College, 
a game showed "the reason they 
are number one and we're last," 
according to Kullert. "-We were 
. very tight, almost afraid to make 
mistakes tonight," said senior 
defenseman Peter Wotton. 
"The games are getting fewer 
and fewer, and it is starting to 
get scary." 
More than UNH's tight play, 
it was BC's ability which brought 
about the final score. The first 
- line of Ken Hodge, Steve Schie-
fe le and Kevin Stevens, which 
was invisible in Wednesday 's 
4-3 victory; a~counted for ten · 
points. Hodge, in particular, 
awoke with two goals an_d three 
assists. 
"We tend to probabfy upset 
them_ after almost beating 
them," Kullen said. Earlier in 
the year BC followed up a close 
4-2 win (including an empty net 
goal) by thrashing UNH 10-1. 
"They are a multi -faceted team. 
It's not just one guy." 
UNH got the first goal when 
Mark Johnson collected his own 
rebound of a tipped Chris Gras-
sie shot,. and put it over goalie · 
David Littman. That was three 
minutes into the game. But 
towards the end of the period 
the Eagles were swarming 
around goalie Greg Rota, and 
got two goals. On the first, 
Schi_efele backhanded the re-
bound just under the crossbar, 
. and on the second Duke St. \ 
Pierre hammered home a re -
bound from the· top of the 
crease. . 
The second period started 
with Stevens getting anothe.r 
rebound goal; and then Ho~ge 
· tipping a John Maclean pomt . 
drive past Rota. The Cats go.t 
a key goal at the mid-_poi~t of 
the period when David Aiken 
took a Rick Lambert feed and 
drilled a shot over Littman's 
glove, but one minute later BC 
regained the advantage. . 
A controvers-ial goaLby Dan 
Shea spelled the end for the 
'Cats. Shea put the puck under 
Rota's pads, but ' it took several 
secorids before the light went 
on. After that goal Craig.Janney 
tucked a powerplay goal in, and 
Hodge put a qreakawa·y shot 
into the upper half of the, net. 
MEN'S HOCKEY; page 22 
By Stephen SkobeleH 
For seniors Todd Black, Greg But it was only fitting that 
Steele, and Andy Johnston the a senior came up with the 
games. at Lundholm Gym are winning play _in the final Lund-
. now just a memory. The three holrn game for '86 -87. Andy 
tr i- captains played their final Johnston becan1,e an instant 
home game this past Sunday hero to_the UNH hoop follow -
afternoon when they tapped off .. ers when he was given the ball 
against the Vermont Cata - with only single digit sec_onds 
mounts . Johnston made sure showing. .. 
that the three would remember First let it be stated that the 
their departure. heroic·s were ~et up when Ver-
Waiting for it all to come mont quietly snuck back into 
· together for the Wildcats was the game from eight down . 
· like waiting for a bomb to With 5 :·17 left to play Steele 
explode. The 'Cats were on the popped a bucket from the top 
down side of the score for all of the key to put the UNH squad 
but an early four minutes during up 60- 5 2. Then in the next 4 
the first half. They fell by as minutes and 38 seconds UVM 
many as eight, 22-14, at one cut the eight point disadvantage 
point, and at halftime found into nothing. With .)9 seconds . 
themselves losing 36-34. remaining, Catamount Joe Cal-
Sti 11 though, their perfor- avita aced a ·pair of fu_nny-
mance on the court gave po looking free throws. He would 
reason for the home fans to lose · begin to shoot, then stall, and 
faith . They were playing well then continue. Even his own 
and keeping it within striking mates were close to several 
disra·nce. Furthermore, Ver - violations. The teams were even 
moot, whom the Wildcats 'tad at 64. 
victimized earlier in the seashn, The Wildcats let the 39 count 
posed no major runaway threat. o:n the clock dwindle before 
Steele explained later that the calling a-timeout. When action 
team knew they would win the resumed, the New Hampshire 
game if they kept it close. guards displayed a 15 -second 
The Catamounrs were able passing dril-1 before "Magic," 
to hold on to their slim lead early I niean :Johnston, .grabbed the 
on in the -second half. Their final pass . Andy then dribbled 
advantage varied from one to up several steps ai:id pulled up 
three points for the· first five from 15 feet out . Two seconds 
minutes. Then within a 33 - were left on the clock. 
second period the home team Swishhhh! The sound of the ball 
turned a three-point deficit into going through the hoop was 
a two- point lead. Junior Keith more soothing to UNH squad 
Hinderlie's pair of free throws than any sound the sideline band 
and Mike Lunney's 3-point could possiblysmake. Vermont's 
rocket accounted for the quick final second effort was a joke. 
five - point turnaround. The Wildcats pulled it out 66-
This wasn 't rhe only time that 64. 
Hinderlie and Lunney would When asked. if that was the 
would be heard from on this way Friel had designed it in the 
afternoon. "Keith ( 13 points, preceding timeout Steele rep-
12 rebounds) just came through. lied, "He wanted it in our (Steele . 
He got the reb6unds," com - , or Johnston) hands. "' Greg was · 
mented Steele, "Mike (8 points, happy that it was Andy who hit 
4 assists, 3 reoounds) did what the game-breaking basket men-
we knew he could." Both showed tioning that all the seniors have 
much hustle and made major had a chance to play a late role 
con.tributions in the big win. · in this season's wins. 
Men in late game 
By Rick Kampersal 
The UNH men's basketball 
team was in . ac(ion late last 
night, losing to the Huskies of 
Northeastern . in a make -up 
game, 76-69 . 
The game, originally sche-
duled for January 22'nd, was 
postponed because of a wild 
New England blizzard which 
kept the Wildcats man)oned in 
Durham. 
Both teams entered the con! 
test lacking some talent. UNH 
tri-captain Todd Black sat out 
as ·did NU's superstar forward 
Reggie Lewis, who is still nurs-
ing his badly-burned hand. __ 
UNH stayed with the 
stronger Husky te~m I-onger 
than expected. The 'Cats even 
led 58~57, with a little over 6:30 
remaining in the game, causing 
a scare for Northeastern. Un-
fortunately for the Wildcats, the 
Huskies get mean when they 
are scared. 
They reeled off seve~ straight . 
points, thanks to some costly 
tumc)vers bythe Wildcats. NU's 
John ·wiJiiarris(26 pointst 
hunched a three-pointer that 
fell through and a couple of free 
throws by guard Wes Fuller ( 16 
points) helped put an end to any 
hope of an upset by the Wild-
cats. 
Despite the loss, Coach Gerry 
Friel's team got some balanced 
scoring. Senior tri -captain Andy 
, Johnston, who has been on a tear 
of late, scored 24. Greg Steele, 
the other captai,n, totalled 15, 
Keith Carpenter had 13 and 
Derek Counts chipped in with 
10. 
However~ the Huskies were 
stronger both on offense and 
defense. The other Lewis on. the 
Huskies, Derrick, came through 
with 14 points, and Kevin 
McDuffie scored 10 points and 
also hauled in 11 rebounds. 
The team has a clay to rest 
before it makes the long hike · 
up to Orono, where they'll do 
battle with the Black Bears on 
Wednesday at 7:30. The last 
game of the season will be away 
against the Red Raiders of 
Co}gate Saturday at 7:30. -
